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·Newhouse to beDean for .Two Ye3r Term; 
New Committee Will Resume Search in Fall . 
by Jeff H. Stern . 
Associate Dean of the Law 
School Robert Berger told The 
Opinion that Professor Wade · 
Newhouse will assume the 
deanship of ·us -Law School 
next fall, pending final approval 
by University President Steven 
~- Sample. Newhouse will 
serve as dean for a two year 
term, during which a "brand 
new" de~n search committee 
will resume the search for out-
side candidates. 
The decision to appoint anew 
committee and r.esume -the 
search effort "as soon iis possi-
ble" was · reached during an 
April 17th meeting of law 
school faculty members, ad-
ministrators and University 
Provost William Greiner. 
Berger said that the decision 
represented a change from an 
Profe.uor Wa'de Newho.use . earlier plan to suspend the out-
§!_f!!_ch for,~o~!~!.P.~!!~onX.~! ~!!Beg/ijdoo~~/2 
side search for as long as three 
years, during which time an "in-
terim" dean would · run the 
school . 
"The main change is that 
we're goir;ig to wait to resume 
the search," ee'rger said. 
"There was no way to know for 
sure that we'd be able to do any 
better if we waited three years 
Ito renew the search)," he 
explained. · 
Noting that the previous 
search committee took an en-
tire semester to get organized, 
Berger said that the new com-
mittee will be formed over the 
summer and "in place and 
ready to go in the fall ." Berger 
also ·said that arrangements 
would be made with SBA to get 
two students appointed to the 
committee who will be able to 
work with the group this sum-
mer. 
While UB Law School has 
beeri concerned with finding a 
permanent dean, there is 
·another imminent' vacancy in 
the adm.inistration that has re-
ceived little attention. At the 
end ofthe school year the office 
of assistant dean of Adm•is~ions 
and Student Affairs will be 
empty as Steve Wickmark's 
temporary stay there comes to 
a c.lose. . 
StevEi Wickmark .has ' occu-
pied the post of assistant dean 
•since the beginning of the fall 
'85 semester. His term . there 
was to last until February, when 
former Assistant Dean Vivian 
Garcia was to return from 
maternity leave. However, in 
November, Garcia announced 
order to spend more time with 
her newborn daughter (see The 
Opinion, December 2, 1985; 
.._Vol. 26, No. 6). Wickmark then 
agreed to stay on as assistant 
dean until the end of the sctiool 
year. Now Wickmark's term has 
almost expired, and no one has 
yetbeen chosen to replace him. 
The search for a new assis-
tant dean is in its earliest 
stages, although Acting Dean 
.Schlegel hopes to have .some-
one_for the job by July 1. Ac-
cording to Wickmark, the ad-
ministration wHI definiteiy 
"need to appoint someone be-
fore school starts"; they .are 
"clearly going to fill the· posi-
1tion, it's just a matter Qf when." 
It is not clear at this point 
mittee will be established, but 
if ~me is created, it "won't be 
large." Dean Schlegel remarks 
that he "could use helpful sug-
gestions from stu9ents" re-
garding the search. 
· ----
....,..,...--; 
AssiSlant Dean °! Student Affairs. ·Steve 
Wickmark . 
, _l'llotobyl'aulH•mmond 
Brett Gilbert Elected SBA Pre.sident·, 
been singled out as a good po-
tential candidate, although 
· there are stitt "a . couple of 
people" who wanted the job 
when Garcia left. In order to 
fadlitate the search, a job de-
scription has been prepared 
tha, need; o~ly to be approved 
by University Provost William 
Greiner before it can be sent to 
various ·universities. According 
to Steve Wickmark his "under-
, standing is that th,ey will do a 
national search." 
' The job description specifies 
that "candidates must have a 
J.D. degree (preferred) OR an 
M.A./M.S. ill.. an 'appropriate 
• field." Applicants with a J.D. 
must also have "at least two 
. years' experience in.a legal and/ 
~~v~::i1;is:~!vea~p~~i~~;~ 
must have "at least four years'
Luzier' Buckley & Gilbride Also Win ~~~=ri~~c;r~~ ::rs:t\~n:d:i:~ 
by Peter Scribner 
Brett Gilbert beat out three 
other candidates to become the 
next President of the Student 
Bar Association in the first ever 
spring election for SBA officers. 
Gilbert received nearly forty 
percent·of the presidential vote, 
SBA Election Results 
President: . 
Brett Gilbert .. . .... 127 
Vicky Argento . . . . . 77 
Todd Bullard . . . . . . 68 
John Williams ..... . 64 
Vice President: 
Jack Luzier ........ 174 
Brian Bornstein .. ·.. 1~ 
Secretary: 
Karen Buckley ·..... 198 
Nancy Steiger ..... 114 
Treasurer: 
., Terry Gilbride .....128 
Cora Alsante ...... 102 
Susan Biniszkiewicz ..44 
while opponents Vicky , 
Argento, Todd Bullard and 
· John Williams each received 
approximately one fifth of the 
votes cast. Had none of the pan-
didates received at least one 
third of the ballots, a run-off 
would have been required. 
Jack Luzier narrowly de­
feated Brian Bornstein for SBA 
Vice President by a margin of · 
55% to 45%. Karen Buckley won 
a more decisive victory over 
Nancy Steiger for Secretary. 
Buckley received 63% .of the 
ballots. In a three way race for 
Treasurer, Terry Gilbride won 
44% of the vote, compared to 
, 35% for Cora Alsante and 20% 
for Sue Biniszkiewicz. Gilbride 
was the only successful candi­
date iri a slate ·of four candi­
dates, including Alsante, Born­
stein and Steiger, that ran to­
gether as a ticket. 
· Another pre-election tactic, a 
public endors~ment for Vicky 
Argento by graduating SBA of-
ficials Lori Cohen, Jerry O'Con-
nor and Colleen Rogers, also 
proved unsuccessful. In fact, 
the endorsement itself became 
an election issue, as seven SBA 
directors wrote to The Opinion 
and complained of the secrecy 
surrounding the move and the 
appearance that the endorse-
ment might be interpreted as an 
offical SBA act. 
. The endorsement dispute un-
derlined a growing conflict be-
tween this year's SBA President 
Lori Cohen and Vice P~esident 
Todd Bullard. One possible 
contribution to the presidential 
result might have been that vot-
ers active in SBA politics may 
have split the,ir votes among 
current Directors Bullard, 
Argento and Williams, thus 
helping Gilbert, the only non-
SBA Directot in the group, to 
win. 
Nearly two thirds of thf first 
COfdi,-,J °" ,01• 2 
sioris recruiting, student gui-
dance and · counseling and 
minority affairs. H In addition, all 
applicants must be "self-di-
rected in their work and be prac-
tical problem-solvers; must 
write with clarity and felicitv; 
and must enjoy working with 
students, faculty, and fellow 
staff members." 
The job description lists the 
assistant dean's Fespon-
sibilities , as "admissions r,e-
cruiting and contacts with pros-
pective students; student pro-
jects such as organizations, 
• commencement, and honors 
convocations; and school pub-
lications. H It neglects to men-
tion the assistant dean's special 
concern with minority student 
affairs, and· his o~ her role as 
dire~or of the Legal Methods 
Program, which involves co-
teach.ing the first-year · first 
·semester , ·Legal Methods 
course. While the major em-
phaais in Legal Methods is on 
At the April 17th meeting, 
Greiner informed the Faculty 
that he would recom~ end to 
Sample.that Newhouse serve as 
dean fc;>r a two year period. Al-
though Berger said that Sam-
pie's ·approval was just a for-
mality, Newhouse was reluc-
tant to comment before the de-
cision is made official · 
"I feel strongly about making 
~emarks when nothing's been 
de.cided officially," Newhouse 
said. "I regret not being able to 
sa',I more because I know it's 
the last issue [of The Opinion) 
and the students have a real in~ 
terest." Newhouse did say, 
however, that he has "made it 
clear" that he would accept the 
position if formally asked. 
Berger said that, at the meet-
irig, Greiner also indicated a 
· committee of faculty members 
would be formed immediately 
the first s7me_ster; the ass1st~nt 
dean maintains a counseltng 
•role th_roughout_ the st~dents,'., 
schooling, ..wh,ch W,c~mark 
·sees as the most meaningful 
and moSt ~orthwhile" function-' 
of the assistant dean. 
Steve Wi~kmark i~ unsure 
where he will be- goi_ng w~en 
he leaves UB, but he is hoping 
f~r someth i~g t~at. ·will allo"." 
him to combine his paSt expen-
ence _as an . adminiSt rator..in 
Juvenile Justice programs with 
teaching. Wickmark is leaving 
for "personal reasons" because 
he sees himself as at a point in 
his life where he "can't afford 
tht~ _tak~. ano er temporary po-
sition. 
· Applications for the position 
~:o~ssi:~;t ~~i;e;f ~ff::~~ 
are being accepted until June
~c~~::~1!:~:i;:d~o;;;::li~;: 
consider and interview any po-
tential candidates. The job de-
scription bills SUNY as "an af-
•firmative action and equal op-
portunity employer," and as 
Steve Wickmark sees it, the ad-
ministration "needs to find a 
highly qualified woman minor-
ity, H someone like Vivian Gar-
cia. 
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Administration "Washes" A way Ma_rcus Affair 
by Dana Young , who are innocent of any wrong-
The crisis over cheating on doing." 
the final exam in Marcus' Fam- Students seemed concerned 
ily Law course has finally ~boutthree ~asic issues regard-
ended. In a recent memo to stu- mg the Family Law exam: why 
dents enrolled in the course, the !Jd_ministration has not done 
Acting Dean John H. Schlegel anything about the prQblem up 
said that the investigation into until now, what information the 
the cheating matter has failed administration has based its al-
to uncover "sufficient evi- legations of chea'ting on, and 
dance" to prove that "it [cheat- what will be done about posting 
ing] did occur or to accuse any grades and prosecuting t~e al-
particular individual at this leged cheaters. 
time." Therefore, he has re- The crowd showed open anger 
leased the Family Law course over the administration's hand-
grades. ling of this problem. Professor 
Regarding these grades, Marcus suspected cheating on 
Schlegel said they were based a wide scale and turned the 
"soleiy on the content ofthe an- exams over to Schlegel back in 
swers." He was assured by February. Rumors have been 
Marcus that "exams receiving rampant since. Yet all parties 
a grade of Dor- F were definitely with legitimate information re-
below the level of performance fused to comment on the mat-
required to obtain a satisfactory ter until the middle of March, 
grade. when a $mall notecard was 
This decision marks the end placed on the gradeboard say-
of a controversary which has ing that cheating was sus-
been prolonged for over two pected on the exam and that 
months and has .been the grades would be withheld until 
source of much frustration for the problem could be dealt 
students and the administra- with. 
tion· alike. While.many students Student Shari Reich seemedhave expressed relief that "it is to speak for the CfO)IVd when
over," the repercussions of the 
she stated that, at this point, the 
event may have yet to be felt. 
concern with cheating has been The cheating controversary 
overridden by the administra-
was the focus of two stories in tion's handling (or lack of hand-the Buffalo News; one on April
·1 t d kl ( h ling)ofthe.problem. "ltwaslikes , an one a wee ater w en thgrades were released). The be- a black veil dropped" over e 
ginning of the most recent story subject. She criticized the ad-
stated tht Schlegel has "re- miniSt ration for not being open 
and for not ha_ving some kind 
leasedthegradesofaclasssus- ;rr;of rocess in place to deal with 
pected of ch®ting on a final the situation. "The Buffalo 
exam .. . " Thus, the percep-
tion of the incident has blos- Model fell a·part."In response, Schlegel said 
somed from individual allega- that the · problem "rips him 
tions ot~ cheating,Nto cheatinhg by apart," that he can't believe it 
an en ,re c1ass. ot on1y ave 
all of the students in this class and has hesitated to do any-
consequently been stigmitized, · ~~:~v ~~i~ahrge:~~drit/!:~~~ 
but the law school is stigmitized 0 
as _well. The action of cheating class. Consequently, noth ing
was done until last week. 
is not en isolated one; it can 
. rberat·,ons through- The question arose as to theCreate reve f 
out an institution and in the proper orum to "process" such problems. Some felt the Fae-
community at large, as witnes-
sed here. ulty-Student Relations Board (FSRB) had bucked its responsi-
The decision not to act on the bility. The FSRB is the usual 
allegations bf ct,eating, and 'to proced,ura1 
f 
orum 
f 
or case.s of
release the grades, was based academic dishonesty. So why 
• on a culmination of events, one wasn't this "process" instituted 
of which was a meeting be- · immediately? 
tween Schlegel and students on Marcus responded, as head 
March 25th. "After consultation of the FSRB, that because of the 
with you as a group and with numbers involved, the conse-
others," Schlegel wrote, "it que.nce of setting the FSRB 
would be wrong to proceed in machinery in .motion would 
any manner that would pen­ have been total disruption of 
alize the majority of the class the student body. She felt that 
R. 
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the anxiety being experienced 
now is mild compared to what 
·would have been felt has the 
F~RB started ferrettihg out i~di~ 
v1dual people an~, prosecuting 
!hem. Basically, the FSA~ i_s 
ideal for handling small, ind,-
vi dual problems, but this seems 
to be a systemic problem. 
Is the cheating problem really 
as big as the administration 
claims? With no process in 
place for gathering proof and 
informatio'h, one wonders what 
the allegations are based on. 
While Schlegel offered no 
number of suspected cheaters, 
he stated that it was more than 
a "trivial numl:>,er." The allega-
tions against these students 
came from people he "trusts." 
This comment was met by hos-
tile stirrings in the crowd. 
Questions· were ·1ett · un-
answered as to whether trusted 
individuals were students in the 
· Family Law class, and whether 
they might have in fact cheated 
and turnej:l over the names of 
other students who cheated in 
return for amnesty. ,. 
Students' were queried on 
what they felt should be qone
· 
about the situatioh. There was 
a split in the class on this issue. 
Kevin O'Shaughnessy spoke 
for a large number of students 
· by stating, "There is no way to 
solve the 'problem." He ra ,sed· 
every~ne's fear that i'nnocent 
persons would be accused. His 
solution - call the whole thing
• 
a "wash." 
Other students vehemently 
disag\-eed with this position. 
. They claimed that to call this a 
"wash" takes away the "pro-
cefscsh:'e'aTt·,hnogseshpoeurlsdongso athccrouusgedh 
0 
th I I If th 
ar: ~~::e~tti;~cf:~~cen:~ 
will prevail. Th'at is how the jus- • 
tice system operates. To take 
away this process is to under-
. th b . t . f .mine e as,c enets o ou,r Jus-
tice system. 
In response, the "wash" 
h . d h h 
emp as,ze t at t ere could be 
no true process in ~his case. It 
would be one student's. word 
against a'nother's. Further-
more, the problem is unique in 
that everyone will continue to 
be punished until the adminis-
tration decides not to punish
Ele"ctions ..... 
and second year students eligi-
ble to vote cast ballots this year, 
a , turnout that Lori Cohen 
characterized as "higher than 
last year, but not much." The 
five SBA constitutional amend-
ments that were on the ballot 
also passed by large majorities. 
President elect Gilbert was 
still overwhelmed by his victory 
when he spoke with The 
Opinion the day after the elec-
tion. "I'm glad I will have the 
summer to think about next 
year." Gilbert is a second year 
student who lives in the area, 
and who has both an under-
graduate and graduate degree 
in Philosophy. Before going to 
law school, he spent some time 
in the Peace Corps in Ghana 
and was a high school teacher 
in New Jersey. 
Gilbert ·is particularly in­
terested in tackling the problem 
of late grades, which he be­
lieves demonstrates a "bad at­
titude" by the procrastinating 
teachers. He agreed that the 
idea of not posting any grades 
until all the, grades have been 
handed in was a good one. And 
if necessary, _he fores~es stu­
dent demonstrations, including 
because it is impossible to find sor and 'kee if they should be 
and prose~ute everyone· wh_o required to have · a new exam 
may be guilty. The problem 1s question. However, someone 
not as ~imple as saying "p~,nis~ was quick .to point out thl[lt the 
the guilty and leave us alone. current Honor Code cites no af-. 
Schlegel set the pace for firmative duty to act in this 
philosophizing about the · manner. 
broader underpinnings of 
academic dishonesty at the .be- How do we reinstate the 
ginning of his "lecture and norm? One student em­
piece," and comments relating phasized that it is the function 
to this · were interspersed of the community to maintain 
throughout the long discus- the norm. "Let people know 
sion. He claimed that the ques- they're not 'cool.'" Several 
tion isn't so mucti whether 48 people felt that it was not up to 
hour take-home or floater this particular class to even de­
exams are good, but of what fine the norm; the question as 
our "norms" are. to defining the norm and en­
"How dowe enforce, not with forcing should be opened up to 
guns and clubs and· sticks and the school. 
inquisitions, but out of the gut, 
the norm; that knowing the Elan Gerstmann recharac­
exam question· beforehand ·is teriz~d the cheating problem as 
scummy and disgusting ,be- symptomatic of the larger prob­
havior . . . "He went on to point lem of student alienation in 
out that it is useless against (law) school. Students go to 
cheating unless we define what class, have little control over 
the "norm" is regarding what is taught to them, and take 
academic dishonesty. exams based on the professor's 
The example given was that perceptions. Students can eas­
of drugs. Drugs are illegal be- ily feel ·alienated and turn to 
cause the . norm doesn't each·ottier for support. Seeking 
suppport th.eir use. Analog- suj)port is not necessarily a 
ously, cheating has been negaJive thing. In this class, stu­
viewed as unacceptable and dents perhaps felt more alien­
reprehensi,ble behavior. Has ated than usual, and this condi­
this norm changed? If so, how tion was exacerbated by giving 
does one reestablish the norm a floater exam. Student support 
of academic integrity? Such are that might normally be positive 
questions which Schlegel im- was misused. 
plied need to be raised. 
S · · h, f I d ' · Schlegel agreed that theome ms,g t u 1scuss1on 
d th " · d exam system is not a particu­was prompte on 1s topic e-
spite students' more specific . larly ·good one. "A system 
concern with their individual which forces people to work in­
. dividually is extremely difficult.fate regarding Marcus' exam. 
Larry Basel raised the point that It is difficult for human beings 
to work separatejy." He raisedit is not clear what "cheating"
is. In the instance of the Family the broad and i'mportant ques­
Law exam, cheating was know- tion of what one is t.o do when 
lege of the exam questions, But, one is incapa,ble of generating 
what if there was no intent to an exam system which· recog­
· nizes the jointness of.most work 
information was overheard? · ~fforts in this world. . 
Does asking if the exam was 
"easy or hard" constitute cheat-.. 
obtain the -knowledge - i.e. if 
Schlegel offered no answers 
ing? as to the questions he raised; . 
In response to the former rather he seemed rn.ore con­
question, one student said that cerned that students begin to 
once one has knowledge of in- think about these real life is-
" formation pertaining to the sues. "The problem is yours, 
exam, he/she shouldn't enter not mine. How d,o you establish 
the exam with that knowledge, and enforce a norm of trust in 
no matter what the intent. The each other that supports the 
person should go to the profes- exam system?" 
• • • • • • • • • • . • • • • ·• •· • • continu~dfrom page I 
sit-ins, as possible measures separating his official views as 
that may have to be taken SBA President and his personal 
against offending teachers. opinions as a habitual •gadfly." 
The next SBA Vice President, 
Another major concern of Gil- Jack Luzier, also lives in the Buf-
bert's is the casual treatment of falo area, and taught special 
the ·first year Legal Ethics education for four and a half 
course. "This class is clearly not years before going off to law 
taken seriously, either by the school. Luzier has been· particu-
students, the instructors, or by larly involved in -environmental 
the administration." He be- issues, especially with the 
lieves that the course ought to Sierra Club, and is an officer of 
be broken down into smaller the Environmental Law Society. 
groups, and taught in a more Luzier believes that too ofteR 
challenging way. law school problems are ap-
Gilbert characterizes himself proached in an "us-against-
as an enthusiastic and optimis- them" approach, which he be-
tic person. For example, he lieves · "only inhibits the im-
never believe that his gayness ·plimentation of positive an-
would be held against him in swers to our problems." 
the election. He "came out", or Third year · student Karen 
publically revealed for the first Buckley, elected as SBA Secret-
time his sexual orientation, in a ary believes law students 
letter to The Opinion last year. should have- "more input into 
Since then, he says the reaction decisions" involving the law 
h~ has received has been school. She is also considering 
_"100% positive" , which is one plans to improve law school 
reasor;i t~.at in another letter to publicity by way of 8 newslet-
this hewspaper last Fall, he ter. Terry Gilbride, the new SBA 
strongly encouraged others to Treasurer, worked on the Fi•-
do the . same. In general, he nance Committee this past 
.would like to continue to.speak year, Among other things, ·he 
mindhis on controverisal is- would like to see a permanent 
sues, although he recognizes Dean installed, and mainte-
that others may have difficulty nance in O'Brien Hall improved. 
.,. 
I. 
---..._ 
SBA Passes Resolution, Discusses 
by Peter Scribner were also an officer. But oppo-
At its last meeting of the year nents challenged SSA's author-
on April 17, the Student Bar As- ity to restrict the activities of 
sociation passed a resolution 
which will prohibit members of 
the SBA Executive Board from 
· becoming members of the ex-
ecutive board of any other Law 
School organization. "Execu- · 
tive Board" refers to the posi-
tions of President, Vice-Presi-
dent, Secretary and Treasurer. 
The measure, which was passed 
without opposition, was de-
signed to avoid potential con-
flicts of interest. 
A second proposal, . which 
would have prohibited any stu-
dent from acting as an execu-
tive board. member of ~ore 
than one law scho.o.l organiza-
tion, was discussed but was 
withdrawn by its authors and 
was never formally voted on. 
The thought be-hinatne pro-
posal, which was read by out-
going President Lori Cohen and 
backed by outgoing Treasurer 
Jerry O'Connor, was to avoid 
interlocking officerships. Offi-
cers in one organization might 
use their influence to aid ano-
ther organization in which they 
non-SBA students, and also 
contended that the measure 
would only penalize those who 
are most active in student or-
ganizations. 
The SBA iitocated $50 to the 
undergraduate Gay And Les- ' 
bian Association fo help fund a 
rally on April 19 featuring Flo 
Kennedy. T,he Gay Law Stu-
dents Organization is • a co-
sponsor of the rally. 
Afterthoughts on the annual 
SBA budget meeting, held two 
. days earlier, were also dis-
cussed, although no formal ac-
tions were taken. Some mem-
bers thought that too much 
SBA n:,oney appeared to be 
going towards social activities 
by student groups. "Some or-
ganizations a're giving a n~w 
meaning to pot luck dinners," 
according to Jerry O'Connor. A 
pot luck dinner is usally consid-
ered to be an event where each 
person brings a dish to pass at 
their own expense. Apparently, 
some organ izations have been 
holding pot luck dinners where 
Libra.ry_ Committee ·· 
Notes 1mprovements 
by Karen Peterson 
The faculty-student Law Li-
brary Committee met early this 
spring semester and discussed 
several issues, notably exam 
space, exhibits, and videotapes. 
1) Exam space- this always 
comes up, and usually includes 
complaints about non-law stu-
dents studying in the library. 
The law library can seat more 
than half the law school at one . 
time, about 540 seats, not 
necessarily with desk or table 
space; this includes 41 private 
carrels, couch, and mezzanine 
seating . 
Each of the past three years 
has seen some further attempt 
to accommodate ,law students 
without depriving other stu-
dents of acc;:ess. However, law 
exams are scheduled earlier 
than other students' exams and 
other students have legitimate 
need !O use rhe libra~y for re-
search at this time. It has also 
been pointed out that we are 
part of a university library sys-
tern and a state funded school : 
accessibility by those other 
than law students is both neces- . 
sary and desirable. Law stu-
dents, themselves, often use 
the law library as a study hall -
reading their casebooks, not 
necessarily doing legal re-
search. 
What has been done, how-
ever, was to limit the private 
carrels to law students' use, and 
during exams law students may 
reserve one by signing up at the 
reference desk 011 a first come, 
first served, day-to-day basis. 
Patrons, are asked to observe 
quiet in the lib~ary during exam 
period. In response to com-
plaints about lack of cha.ice 
space in which to take exams, 
law library director Ellen Gib-
son suggested we might be 
·able to limit access - on a vol-
untary, non-poficed basis - to 
law students.and those needing 
to do legal research during the 
exam period. This depends, in 
part: on how the new university 
library director views the. situa-
tion. In -no event woulq limita-
tion of access be policed, how-
ever, during exam ~r.iods due 
both to reasons expressed 
.Jlbove and limited student help · 
during exams. 
The committee agreed to ' 
meet again this semester only · 
if some new issue arose and 
some definite need was felt . 
About a month later, the 'pig in 
the parlor' note was distributed 
demanding that law students 
'take back' ()'Brian in righteous, 
rightest guerilla style. The sug-
gestion was taken up (probably 
by the same person(s) as prom-
ulgated it in the note) by some-
one yelling 'undergraduates 
out of O'Brian.' or something to 
that effect, into a class in ses-
sion.· The pigs-in-the-parlor 
note . was swiftly answered by 
Acting· Dean Schlegel's memo 
noting that such-behavior was 
punishable -by expulsion under . 
university rules . No such be-
havior was n~ted in the law Ii -
brary. 
Space, in the library and 
O'Bria,n should improve· as the 
building across the way opens; • 
however, the noise level by the 
entrai'lce may increase when 
the bridge to that building 
opens up. Should that present 
a problem, structural alterna-
tives to the law library's present 
entrance may be considered. At 
present, some ofthe traffic into 
the law library is inadvertant. I 
find, while working at the circu -' 
lation desk, that people come 
in and do not realize they're in 
the law library. This may be in 
good part due to the subtlety of 
the Sears law library signs. 
Last semester, with the help 
of Director Gibson and Assis-
tant Dean Wallin's office, I 
posted inside the library's en 
t r.ance a list of rooms and times 
that they were available over 
the exam period. There seems 
to be even fewer such rooms 
available this semester; 
nevertheless I will try to post 
such a list again this semester 
just before exams begin. These 
rooms will be reserved for law 
students taking examl>-
2) Exhibits - one of the stu-
dents on the committee had an 
obj~ion to the exhibit ,on 
Nicaragua, and at 'least one of 
us, if not the rest of us, thought 
the ~xhibit was quite goo?:The 
the cost of all dishes has been thinks there "might be a chance 
reimbursed at SBA expense. \hat the lib~ary cquld get two 
The- idea. of separating social word processors" next year. 
lines from program lines in or­ Lori Cohen reported that in her 
ganization budgets was consid­ conversation with University 
ered, ,but rej&cted as unwork­ Provost William Greiner in 
able and too restrictive, and March, he stated that the Law 
was nev_er formally proposed. Library was the only one on 
.campus without word pro,ces-
Karen Petersen, representing sing and that it would receive 
the Library Committee, spoke at four word processors if he re-
t~e meeti~g, ancJI reported that ceived a letter from Gibson that 
½•brary D1rect9f° Ellen Gibson there was room to place them. 
Budgetl. 
This meeting marked the 
start of office of the new SBA 
officers elected a week earlier.' 
Secretary Karen Buckley got an 
early start by taking the minutes 
during .the meeting. At the end 
of the meeting, Lori Cohen pre­
sented new President Brett Gil­
bert with the keys to the SBA 
offices, signifying the end of 
one administration and the 
start of the next. 
1986-87 SBA Budget Passed; 
Dec.reased Froni Last Year 
by Paul W. Kullman 
\ 
The Student Bar Association 
•passed its.. 1986-87 budget on 
Monday, April 14, at 11 :05 p.m., 
after nearly five-and-one-half 
hours of deliberation. The total 
budget for the 1986-87 academic 
year was set at $35,685, a $170 
decrease from last year. 
Total funding for student or­
ganizations was upped from 
$20,610 in 1985-86 to $21,360 · 
~ 
SBA 1986-87 Budget .., 
Administration 
Telephones .. . .. .......... .... . . 
Duplicating . .... . .. . . . ........ . . 
Office Supplies ... . ....... ... ... . 
Distinguis.hed Visitors Forum . . .. . . 
o'r'ientaticin : • • • • • • , , , , , • • • • • • • • y • 
Unallocated ............ . ... . . .. . 
Athletic Fee ..........,......... . . 
Conventions ....... , . . ..... .. .. . 
Social ... . ....... . ............. . 
Commencement . . .. ... . ........ . 
Sub-Bciant .. ............ .. . .. . ... . 
Orgariizations ... .... . ......... . . . . 
TOTAL ....... .... .. . .... . .... . . . . 
* * * * * * * 
1985-86 1986-87 Proposal As Passed 
$. 2,000 $ 1,800 $ 1,800 
335 400 400 
150 200 200 
1;000 . 1,000 500 .. , , 
900 900 900 
910 300 200 
1,200 1,200 1,200 
225 100 100 
2,000 · 1,500 1,500 
~ " 
~ ­
2,125 
$10,845 $ 9,525 $ 8,925 
5,400 5,400 : 5,400 
20,610 ·20,760 21,360 
$36,855 $35,685 $35,685 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
1986-87 1986-87 Dollar 
1986-87 Finance Actual ·Change 
Organizations 
*Parents Law Student Assn . . . . . 
Center for the Public Interest .. ' 
The Opinion . .... .. . . .... .. ... 
The Ad.vacate (yearbook) ...... 
Buffalo Pub. Int. Law Program .. 
Law Students Civil Rights 
Research Commission ... . . . . 
Moot Court . ........ . . .... ' ... 
Env.ironmental Law Society .... 
*Entertainment Law Society .. . . •~-
'Phi Alpha Delta ........ .. ..... 
Federalist Society ............. 
Assn. of Wbrnen Law Students 
Black American Law Students 
IAssociation . ' . . . . .... ' . . ... 
Gay Law Students Org .... : .... 
International Law Society 
L.A.N.A.L.S.A . ........... ,...... 
National Lawyers Guild . . · ...... 
Labor Society .. ... . . ....... .. 
*Peer Tutorial Association . . . . . 
* New organization. 
1985-86 Club Committee Budget From 
Budget Request Proposalt Awarde'dt 1985~86 
$ 200 $ 815 $ 200 $ 250' $ 50 · 
3;009 3,560 3,110 3,110 110 
6,520 7,315 6,495 6,495 (25) 
200 2,400 300 350 150 
. 1,095 1,200 935 : 1,000 (95) 
360 500 360 360 0 
1,025 1,400 1,150 1,150 25 
370 540 400 450 80 
(I200 310 220 220 20 
830 2,280 . '780 680 (150) 
395 995 440 475 80 
490 765 575 650 160 
1,915 3,600 1,620 1,725 (190) 
615 985 515 · 515 (100) 
725 725 675675 (?0) 
1,115 2,200 1,105 1,275 160 
1,155 1,730 1,280 1,280 125 ' 
· 200 680 200 200 0 
200 300 200 • 200 0 
tline-by-line breakdown can be obtained from SBA - O'Brian 101 . 
exhibits have improved greatly 
over the past year or so, and 
the law library director wel­
comes ideas for exhibits to be 
done by groups or individuals 
as the library doesn't have the 
staff to keep changing exhibits 
in the half or so dozen cases. 
As to the objec;tion as to point 
of view - the exhibits do not 
represent, necessar'ily, the li­
brary's point of view (even if it 
could have one as an en~ity in 
itself) . However, guerilla tac­
tics, such as the breaking into 
the outside glass case, rif)ping 
off a poster, and tacking up a 
small ·American flag in re­
sponse to · the Nicaragua 
exhibit, are npt _appreciated. 
3) Videotapes ~ having re­
cently purchased a V~R. I was 
interested in borrowing vide?-
for the 1986-87 year, as SBA 
members cut $500 from the Dis­
tinguishe.d Speaker Forum line 
of the administrative end of its 
budget. SBA members also voted 
to cut $100 from Phi Alpha 
Delta's proposed 1986-87 oudget. 
PAD, the only organization to 
receive a budget below that 
proposed by the Finance Com- · 
mittee, had the$100 taken from 
its confe~ence line. Discussior:i 
at the meeting revealed t~e 
possibility that PAD riational 
conferences are not open to 
U.B. Chapter member.s who are 
not national chapter mf'.lmb~r~. 
. There is no cost to. join the 
U.B. Chapter of PAD, but there 
is a $50 fee to join the national 
chapter. 
~ I • (For a comptete breakdown 
of the 1986-87. SBJ. b\Jdget, 
please see the accompanyi'ng 
chart.) 
tapes to use for preparation in 
trial 'technique. Au.dio tapes go 
out for up to a week, and I 
thought I could borrow a video 
tape at least for overnight. The 
clerk said no due to copyright, 
although as an educational ex­
ception it might be alright. The 
law library director said no due • 
to excessive replacement costs 
if lost - many are part of sets. 
Nina Cascio, head of A-V was 
not interest in lending, such 
media, principally because 
there is not equipment (and 
such equipment is prohibitiv~ly 
expensive if available) to make 
fast copies from the mastf1r as 
can be dona with audio tapes· 
and· it would take about an hour 
per tape to copy otherwise. So 
plan.on vie~ng half-inch.VHS 
vidl:lO tapes,' same as three- . 
quarter inch tapes : iri-house on 
one of the two half-inch VCR's 
. available. 
Not part of the committee's 
doing, but just to note a number 
of improvements made at the 
law library in the past year : 
- additional Lexis and 
Westlaw terminals were here 
during late February/early 
March for more hands-on prac­
tice with extra guidance availa­
ble. 
- Change for copying 
machines is less of a problem 
with the advent of the decreas- . 
ing balance card system in­
stalled _by FSA on the three 
copiers , (losing cards is a new 
problem however - •sign your 
e;ard legibly and check with lost 
& found at circulation if y9u 
·conlinlU!d on f"IR~ 12 
¥" 
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U.B. L3w Students Finish First in Moot Court 
Tie. Trade to· Labor Rights,Spea~ers Urge 
by Paul W. Kullman 
U.B. law students Mark Metz 
and Peter Abdella defeated 
Mike Hotaling-and Brian Snover. 
of Albany Law School on Sun­
day, March 23, in the Albariy 
Court of Appeals Chamber, to 
take top honors in t!J.e•first an­
nual Domenick . :f. Gabrielli 
Moot Court Competition. 
Metz and Abdella, in finishing 
ahead of the seven other teams 
in the competition, took home 
the coveted Steuban Glass 
Bowl. This traveling trophy is 
now on display in Acting·Deao 
John Henry Schlegel's office, 
where it will remain for one 
year. 
Though confident going into 
the competition, Metz said their 
first place ranking going into 
the semi-finals l(VaS a "sur-
prise." 
"I thought we'd written a 
good brief, but I didn't know 
what the other schools would 
be like," he said. 
The "other" schools in the 
competition included St. 
by Idelle Abrams 
• 
The examination of United · 
States trade policy as one arena 
in which to devise strategies to . 
protect human rights, and specif-
ically labor . rights in the third 
world countries, was the sub-
ject .of a talk presented by the 
~fa·duate Group on Human 
Rights Law and Policy on March 
24. John Cavanagh, ·a Fellow of 
the Institute for Policy Studies 
in Washington, D.C., described 
how the development of the 
world economy has brought 
labor rights to the forefront of 
tl].e l)uman rights discul>sion . 
Pharis Harvey, the Director of 
the North American Coalition 
for Human Rights in K·orea, 
based in Washington, D.C., 
explored the _dimensions of the 
labor rights issue as a question 
of basic human rights. Harvey 
and Cavanagh also discussed 
,the legistation that has been 
passed in this area, its effects, 
and the attempts to get it en -
forced by the government. · 
Today, said Cavanagh, the re-
ality of the situation is that cap-
ital moves around the world 
"literal ly at the speed of' light." 
Fac:tories and corporations can 
move anywhere with ease. 
There are fewer and fewer bar-
riers to prohibit companies 
from just picking up, leaving the 
United States and going to 
Third World countries. While 
technology has wrought much 
change in the process of _pro-
duction, the one factor of pro-
duction that remains relatively 
immobile is labor. Labor there-
fore becomes a very important 
consideration for a corporation 
deciding where to set up a 
plant. And, "in a world where 
you have countries like China 
where it costs one fiftieth of 
what it costs here" corpora-
tions move where they can 
"take advantage of the exploita-
tion of I·abor for their own ben-
efit arid against the interest of 
workers in both in Third World 
cou'ntries and in the U.S.," said 
Cavanagh·. 
Cavanagh highlighted five 
factors that have influenced the 
development of the world econ-
omy. The first is the very rapid 
growth ·in trade. over the lsist 
three decades, especially in the 
period after World War II. Tt-le 
-etfeCt of this growth was that 
cµ7s became much more 
Ri§etour The Opinion April 23, 1986, 
pute between Atmerican Indians 
and white settlers in the ficti-
ous city of Salamander, New 
York. The Indians had leased 
the land to white settlers in the 
1880's for a period of 99 years. 
Upon the e><piration of the 
lease, the Indians sought to as-
sume possession of the land 
and thus the city. A last minute 
promise by the "Albany County 
Executive" to give the Indians 
one million dollars and a 99-
year lease on 300 acres of 
county park land induced the In-
dians to execute another 99-
year lease. The county later re-
rieged on the promise and the 
lndians brought a class action 
suit on the theory of promissory 
estoppal. 
Metz and Abdella, who wrote 
Mark Met: t111tl Petl'I' A/uh-Ila . 
John's, Syracuse, and Albany, 
the host school and chief span-
sor of the competition . 
Abdella.said beating the host 
school in the final was espe~ 
cially nice, but added : "we just 
wanted to bring some kind of 
.integrated into the world econ-
omy and their own economic 
health became much more de-
pendent on trade. 
Fueling the .growth of trade 
was the phenomenal growth 
of transnational corporations. 
Originally, tfumpanies moved 
overseas as part of the rebuild-
ing effort after World War II. At 
that time, corporations ex-
panded into the third world 
looking ·for raw materials. But 
in the 1960s, '70s and '80s, mul -
tinationals in Third World coun-
tries turned to manufacturing 
as weil as mining and ag-
riculture. Following the new 
manufacturing activities into 
the Third World were the whole 
array of service-oriented multi-
nationals (e.g. banks, as well as 
advertising companies, tele-
communications companies, 
insurance companies, and ac-
counting firms) . 
The shift in the nature of cor-
porations was the third major 
factor. Corporations diversified 
so that now more and more cor-
porations are conglomerates 
which are less depenc::lent on a 
specific industry. When U.S. 
Steel got involved in financial 
services and the futures market 
it became less tied into steel 
and the steel communities in 
which it had traditionally oper-. 
ated. Diversification also meant 
U.S. Steel was less invested in 
the future of steel. 
Th.e growth of the global as-
sembly line, locat'ing different 
pieces of the production pro-
cess in different countries ac-
cording to different require-
ments, is another major factor. 
To illustrate the way this oper-
ates, Cavanagh traced the pro-
duction of a typical polyester/ 
cotton blend shirt. Production ,, 
would have begun six months 
ago in the cotton fields of El Sal-
vador or Guatemala . The cot~on 
would thf')n be sent to the spin-
ning mills of South· Carolina. 
Petroleum products from the oil 
fields of Venezuela would be 
s!lnt to pet_roleum plants in 
Trinidad and Tobago. From 
there it would be sent to the 
pu·pont refinery in New Jersey 
to be made info synthetic fibers. 
The two strands of production 
would meet in a weaving plant 
in North Carolina and the 
woven cloth would ttien be 
shipped t a Caribbean n.ation, · 
PlmlosbyPautHammand their brief on behalf of the In-
dians, wori a coin flip prior to 
medal home - to try and place. the finals and argued on-brief. 
I think Mark felt like we were Despi\e this added advantage, 
going to win, but I just wanted Metz said'he and Abdella were 
to place. I didn't want to come · still somewhat wary going into 
home with nothing." the finals. 
The focus of this year's com- "We had the equities on our 
petition centered on a land dis- side, but the law was against 
. .Haiti or Barbados, to be made 
into a shirt which would then 
be shipped to the U.S. to be 
sold. · 
Each stage of the process is 
chara'cterized by its advantage-
ous working conditions. The 
highly automated tasks are per-
formed at the mills in the U.S. 
that have the technical exper-
tise, while t_he labor intensive 
work of sewing each shirt is per-
fdrmed in a country where 
wages are very low. 
The final major factor 
Cavanagh di~cussed is the new 
division of labor in the world . 
After World War II the U.S. pro-
duced lots 'of manufactured 
goods and the Third World 
countries produced and ex-
· ported raw · materials. In the 
1960's and '70s a small group 
of countries including S0uth 
Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, and 
Hong Kong were encouraged to 
move ir:ito manufacturing . 
When they did make this move, 
they did it in ~ays that kept 
labor tightly ·under control. In 
the late 1970s and '80s another 
slew of countries were encour-
aged to get into manufactur-
ing...:... the Phil_ippines, Sri 
Lanka, Haiti, Jamaica, Colum-
bia, China - with the result 
that now there are dozens of 
countries competing for indus-
try. 
The end result of these de-
velopments is that corporations 
reap the advantages while the 
countries are left far more open, 
interdependent, and vulnerable 
to the world market. "In a world 
in which most Third World 
countries are ruled by dictators· 
who will keep .wor~irig · condi-
tions and wages 'down, corpo-
rations can play countries off 
against one another to get the 
lowest wages and most advan-
t::igeous working conditions," 
said Cavanagh. 
In addition, the United States 
provides significant benefiis 
and incentives to this global as-
scfml:>ly line. A trade program 
with Third World countries 
called the "General System of 
Preferences" (GSP) lets goods 
from the -third world countries 
into the U.S. without paying 
any duty taxes. Said Cavanagh, 
"As American taxpayers .who 
are giving our. money to these 
programs, we don't think we 
should do this and in pai;ti~ular 
h Id b . . bwe s ou not e giving en-
efits to· countries that funda- . 
mentally violate the rights of 
their workers." In addition, the 
only way to protect workers and 
working conditions in this 
country, given these develop-
ments, is to work toward their 
improv'eiffiylt in the third world . 
"Unless there is an instru-
ment that can be applied across 
a number of different countries, 
there is no hope for laws that 
could slow down this transfer 
of labor," said Pharis Harvey. 
However, in analyzing the situ-
ation, it became clear that if 
labor is an unmovable,factor in 
0 
trade, so is a market. And the 
U.S. market was one common 
factor to almost all of the coun-
tries that were . shifting their 
production around. Therefore, 
if a way could be found to link 
the U.S. market to-human rights 
laws, it may provide a way to 
protect the rights of workers in-
ternationally. 
. Tru~t Recip_ieµts:
Ewing, Me1d1nger 
by Paul W. Kullman 
U.B. Law Professors Charles 
P. Ewing and Errol E. Meidinger 
have recently been named 1986 
Magavern Fellowship Award 
winners. 
This is the first year the fel-
lowship has been_ awarded. It 
was set up by the law firm of 
Magavern & Magavern in 1985, 
in honor of the late William J. 
Magavern, to support special 
teaching and research projects 
by law school faculty members. 
Under the terms of the gift, 
the law school will be provided 
with $10,000 per year over a 10-
year period. The dean has dis-
Profnvor Emil Meidin[f<'r. 
Photo Cndlt: "1/r Photo Piio,"'! byhulHammond 
us," Metz said. "I think we were 
fairly confident 'going into the 
final round, but it was still hard 
l;>ecause we didn't hav 
benches that really chal en 
us in any of the pre· 
rounds. But in the fina 
judges went after us." 
Abdella agreed. · "The 
benches we had in the prelimi-
nary rounds were really cold . 
We didh't get any questions. 
Arid when you've got 15 min-
utes left and no questions and 
just empty f~ces, that's really 
hard. 
"But fortunately we had a 
very active bench for the fi-
nals," Abdella continued. 
"They were really impressive. · 
They knew all our case,s and 
they really knew their stuff. It 
was striking." 
Judge Gabrielli sat _at the 
head of that bench, together 
with Second Circuit Judge 
Roger Miner, Chief Administra-
tive Judge Joseph Bellacosa, 
and Appellate Division Judges 
Howard Levine and Leonard 
Weiss. 
Th GSP h' h 'd de . , w Ic prov, e 
tariff:free access to . products 
not in competition with Amer-
ican goods, was ostensibly de-
vised to assist Third World co1,m-
tries in making their .way i~to 
world markets. It already 
excluded a number of countries 
. !rom these benefits including 
communist countries, coun-
tries that harbored terrorists, 
an'd countries that expropriated 
American property. 
In October, 1984; human 
rights groups succeeded in .id-
di:ng one more exception to this 
list. That exception was the exc-
lusion of countrie·s that do not 
give their workers internation-
ally recognized rights of labor . . 
The five rights of labor · that 
have been specified ' and de-
fined in very broad terms, are 
the right of free association, the 
right of collective bargaining, 
prevention of forced labor, pro-
tection of child labor, and ac-
continued on page 6 
· 
cretion to commit all or part 
of the annual payment from the 
fund to supplement the salary 
of each award recipient. 
Ewing will conduct his · re-
search in the area of criminal 
and juvenile law. He will be 
'-filudying the problems of bat-
terect\.women and juveniles in 
the criminal process. 
Meidinger will conduct his re-
search on the implementation 
of the functional equivalent of 
a private property system in air 
pollution throu1;1h the creation 
of an emissions trading system 
under the Clean Air Act. 
. . 
Mary DPnlap _Speaks on · AnthSodoniy Law. 
by Kriate Hughes voluntary public exp_osure in re- ford to wait that long." They are . tracting AIDS, · "no person psychological normalcy." The 
Attorney, Mary Dunlap was lation to Hardwick's sexual ac- increasing dangerofcaming up should feel safe about AIDS in Georgia statute, .then, essen­
the ·~eatured speaker at a dis- tivity." against sel_!tctive and stigmatiz- the abstrab." Dunlap argues ·tially criminalizes the expres-· 
cussion sponsored by GLSO, This case involves the con- ing statutes such as is in effect that "to try to criminalize gay sion and reception of love by a , 
GALA, and GSA on .Monday, stitutional right to privacy, and in Georgia. - male sexual contact on the · substantial portion of the popu­
April 7. Dunlap is the author.of amici argue that right includes Lower courts in Georgia ruled • basis of the rationalization of lation. 
an arriicus curiae brief for Bow- "the right of an adult pers~n of . that the state would have to AIDS is just about as sick and 
Dunlap's brief generally cor­ers v. Hardwick, which went be- whatever sexual orientation . . . show a ..compelling interest" in oppressive ... as it was the 
responds with the argument
· fore the United States Supreme to choose to engage in physi- order for the anti-sodomy sta- turn of the century for most 
presented by respondent's rep­Court on March 31 of this year. cally private, consenting, non- tute to be upheld. . Georgia . Southern states tp segregate 
resentative,. Lawrence Tribe. That case, and Dunlap's discus- violent sexual activities with stated as its best argument the the races." 
However, Tribes argumentsion, c~ncern the right to pri- another adult person." fear of the spread of AIDS, or On~roblem Dunlap faced in 
seems to focus on "privacy"
, vacy with respect to the state Dunlap briefly discussed the acquired immune deficiency .writin her brief was how to 
only with respect to the home.of Geotgia's "anti-sodomy" law history of the right to privacy, syndrome. · Both Lawrence present the Supreme Court 
Dunlap believes · that focuswhich is selectively enf~rced citing Griswold v. Connecticut, · Tribe and Mary Dunlap vigor- a topic as sensitive as sex. Sex, 
"evades the issue of what pri­against homosexuals. Harvard 381 U.S. 479 (1965), as the first ously oppose the use of AIDS especially homosexual activity, 
vacy is being protected." Bow­V----- Law Professor Lawrence Tribe Supreme Court case to "ex- as an excuse for upholding the is sometimes viewed as a com-
ers v. Hardwick is a case which,argued to the Supreme Court pressly and explicity" discuss constitutionally invalid statute bination of "blue room porno-
by virtue of its nature, mustthat Georgia's law is uncon- the right to privacy. The Gris- which criminalizes certain kinds graphy" and a "Niagara Falls 
focus on the right of the person,stitutional. . wold court found a right to pri- of homosexual activity. mist" that no one ·seems to 
rather than drawing a\bitraryThe issue of Bowers v. vacy in the "penumbras and To illustrate the irrationality want to talk about. However, 
physical boundaries. )Hardwick is "whether a state is shadows" of the 1st, 4th, 5th, of the state of Georgia's argu- Dunlap urges that a "degr.ee of 
free, under the U.S. Constitu- 9th, and 14th Amendments to merit, Dunlap distributed a New openness and communicative- The Georgia "ai:iti-sodomy" 
tion,. to · criminalize sexual ac- the U.S. Constitution, although York Times article · entitled ness" about sex is necessary in law is selectively enforced 
tivities engaged in by ... con- Dunlap noted that " the word "New Fear on Drug .Use and society at· large and also when against homosexuals, and in 
senting adults, in physically pri;, 'privacy' is nowhere to be found Aids" (Sunday, April 6, 1986). dealing with a statute which is this area of law there exists an 
vate locations, because of the on the face ofthe Constitution·." The article first indicates that explicit and specific about-what • "incredible irrationality" which 
gender(s) o~ the pa(tners in- This raises the question of intravenous drug use. has kinds of sexual contact are here can only mean hatred. How­
volved ·and/or beci;luse of the what the framers meant by any ·caused the spread of AIDS to proscribed. .., ever, this is a case of-the funda­
specific parts of · the body ·ot the specific language of the rise dr13maticc;1lly. The restofthe Another rather delicate s1,1b- mental rights of any .,uman 
used." Constitution, and whether that article .concentrated on studies ject is love. Few Supreme Court being, and Dunlap asserts that · 
The case itself involves a meaning is to be "obeyed." conducted in Zaire, studies briefs even mention the word, "The privacy decisions of [the 
Georgia man for whom the Dunlap asks, "What if the tram- which Dunlap believes "should ·but Dunlap states in the initial Supreme Court), from the ear­
police had an arrest warrant. ecs were stupid? What if the sh.ake you up." · · · argument to her amicus brief liest to the most recent, support 
When the police· came to his • framers were bigots?" The Zaire studies-"affirm that that "the need for love is the position that it is within the 
house they found him in bed She indicated U.S. legal his- heterosexual vaginal inter- natural, and that the determina- fundamental rights of the indi­
. with another man; "Hardwick tory and . the fact that it took course is the dominant route of tion to express and receive love vidual person to make such in­
was ar_tested in his own bed- "about 80 years or so" from the transmission of the disease in of a sexual nature by engaging timate _personal choices as are 
roorri and c.harged with com- ratification of the 14th Amend~ central Africa." While it is true in sexual activities with another ncit only proscribed but 
mitti.ng acts of sodomy; here ment until Brown v. Board of . that in . the United States at adult of the same gender is one criminaiized by the anti­
there i·s no evidence of violence, 'Education ;. "gays and l_esbians · presenl"Rc:11,nosex·ual men have possible type of .· behavior sodomy law of the state of 
coercion, overreaching, or in- and bisexual people can't af- . the hig~ risk level of con-. within the range of medical and Ge_orgia." 
~~~er Development Holds Panel Discussion 
The Career Development Of­ major companies h.ave become American workers, Reich said. these community affairs." front and work is on a con­
fice recently held a career panel concentrated .in themselves, A knowledge, of the tax code is .., The last speaker was Mark tingency basis. You must col­
discussion with four Buffalo there is a ' ilded for in-house ' also -useful for those clients Wa.llach of Penny, Meyer, Man­ lect to get paid." 
lawyers who spoke to U.B. law council s'taf1, Greenbaum said. who need counseling when ap­ dell & Wallach. Mr. Wallach, a Wallach believes that histori­
students about their legal plying for permanent resi­ graduate·of the 1973 class of Al - . cally, practitioners of commer­Greenbaum concluded: "It 
careers. There was no real con- . · dence, since they are taxed the bany Law School, spoke to the cial and insolvency law have(entertainment law) is an excit'. 
tinuity among the specialized same.way Americans are tc;1xed. group on the area of bankruptcy been looked dow~ upon by theing practice for lawyers who .­
area's ot the four practitioners, and commercial law. This in- · rest of the bar, if not being · a Reich _be,lieves that the field 
who included' Leslie Green­ is "very diverse and cpmpli­ volves mostly collection and glamoar area of the law. "They 
will often be on the forefront of 
~ew ~echnological develop­
baum, . William Reich, David foreclosure work. In this area, a fail to appreciate that one mustcated," but added, "It is fas­
Hoover, ahd Mark • Wallach . cinating dealing with people lawyer finds himself in City have a good working knowl­
ments." . 
Immigration law was · ad­Each member of the panel was Court, · the Supreme Cou~, edge of statutes, such as thefrom all walks of life."dressed by William Reich of theintroduced by Hon. Margaret County Court, ·and Bankruptcy lein law; real property law, an'd 
Seroti & Reich law firm. He is. The area of . school law wasAnderson, a judge . in the 8uf­ Court on a regular basis. matrimonial law." 
also e1974 graduate of the U.B. discussed by ·David Hoover, afalo City Cou.rt. The commercial law aspect is . Wallach ended by saying that 
Law School. 1976 U.B . . Law School graduate, The firs.t s·peaker was Leslie representing b,;mks and other "It is a good area to make a liv­
"Immigration la·w involves presently with the firm of Nor­Greenbaum, affiliated with · lending institutions, and com­ ing . People always owe 
the moving of people, ''. Reich ton , Radin, Hoover, & Freid-Gross, Shuman, Silver, ·Laub & mercial credit suppliers, "You money." Yet ·on the other side,
explained. "Basically, theGilfillan. Greenbaum graduated • maSn.h I I t t t r---,_ must enjoy suing people and "there is no great deal of 
clients we represent , are indi­ c oo aw amoun s o he ~" . . .. w hfrom U.B. Law School in 1974 
. f h I d' taking their money, a11 ac growth potential. It is a cyclicalviduals for corp.orations and representat I0n o sc oo Is- . ., ,and spoke to the group on the', 
· t h 'd Th h I d' said, because -you re not thing - so goes the economy, businesses who are interested t nc s, e sa, . e sc oo Is- . . area of entertainment law. Ac­
· ' N y kSt t t usually given a large retainer up so goes collections." in transferring, people from ? tncts in ew or a e opera ecording to Greenb_aum, enter­
foreign countries to the United ·\., under the Education Law,tainment law is generally prac-. State~ or individuals seeking to which comprises five full vol -ticed in the context of special, 
-live here permanently, _work .umes of McKinneys, as well asized law firms which are located here permanently, and reunite state regulations, federal regu -primarily in New York, Los 
with families." lations, and federal law. An at­Angeles, and Nashville. How- torney in tl'lis field must be­ever, there a.re entertainment Immigration law was not rec- ... 
come fami'liar with all of these. law practices in .virtually all ognized as a speciality as re-
The state government employs major U.S. cities. In most in- cently as five years ago, so 
attorneys in the education de­stances ani:l -in the non-enter- most of the practitioners iri the 
partment. Most of those people tainment cities, these firms field were self-trained, accord-
are hired and paid a salary. specialize in intellectual prop- ing to Reich. Presently, there is 
There are also school attorneys erty, copyright, patent and the American Immigration PRINTING
who are not direct employeestrademark law. Entertainment Lawyer's Association, with a 
of school districts. Yet over thelaw is often ·considered a spin- Buffalo chapter that has over 20 
last 15 years school districtsoff of these specialties, Green- members. Immigration law is Resume Typesetting &have decided they can nobaum said . practiced in th.e administrative 
longer be satisfied with the
"As an entertainmen(lawyer context, and the immigration 
> Printing Servicelocal attorney. Payment of fees in Buffalo, I can only spend a service is part of the Justice De-
is not a problem ; this is part ofportion oftime pract_i,dng enter- . partment. "Ther~ are very big PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
the ··budget for the municipal .ta i'nment law," Greenbaum risks i'i, the practice - risks of . 
governtnent.. . Dissertations / Theses / Reports said . "There simply is not being investigated," Reich said. 
Hoover pointed out that "Op­enough business here to really "There is quite a lot of suspicion Letterheads • Posters•
. portunities are probably lim- . justify specializing in this area." between the immigration · ser- Envelopes • Rubber Stomps•
· ited ; it is difficult to find em­His firm 's clients include Rick vice and the. private practition- l3usiness Cords • Engraved Signs •ployment unless you haveJames and the Mary · Jane ers . Ticl~ets • Plastic Spirol l3inding some sort of connections." • 
G. I The field requ ires a familiar-Ir s. . FlyersHowever, he ended on a hap­ •Mcrst of the me entertain - . ity and knowledge of labor law pier note · by adding how re­ . 1 :3:30. Niagara Falls Blvd. 1518 Wolden Avenu.e ment law invol es the ct'rafting J beca_use ·one of the ·ways t? 
warding the field can be: (opposi te 13oulevord Moll ) (opposite Thruway Moll )and. revi si on of contracts-that qualify for permanent res1 -
" Schuols are invariably the Tonawanda, New York Cheektowaga, New Yorkcan be in ti, area ofreco;ding, denc_e is. through your occupa-
· focus of the community, anp as · te levision, and publ ishing . The ticin, an_d you must go throug " 837-4453 897-0861 
an attorney of the school dis-.practice is becoming more cor- a rec ruitment pro~ess t_o show . /
t rict, you can get caught up in por~te-oriented • and as · the you vvill not. be displacing any 
- . I . 
...........___ 
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Workshops. Abound at Women and the -·Law Cortf. 
by Women Law Students 
Association · 
The 17th National Confer­
ence on Women and The Law 
was held in Chicago the 
•weekend of March 20: The Con­
ference consisted of a feminist · 
trial advocacy seminar on bat­
tered women on Thursday, and 
a series of workshops held at 
the same time as an exhibition 
hall showing slideshows and 
presentations from · Friday 
through Sunday. The work­
shops were set up as either 
panel discussions or strategy 
sessions with comments or 
questions from the audience. In 
addition three agendas for ac­
tion dealing with enrollment of 
minority women in law school, 
affordable housing for low-in­
come tenants, and incarcerated 
women took place Friday and 
Saturday. 
The keynote address on Fri ­
day evening featured Winona 
Laduke, an American Indian 
working for the reclama'tion of 
. land for the Indian tribes; P. Cat-. 
lin Fullwood, a ·Bl~ck, lesbian, 
feminist ac~ivist working in the · 
battered women's m_ovement; 
and Margaret Randall, a 
feminist author, poet, and pro­
fessor who has . filed a first 
amendment lawsuit against 
· INS for deportation proceed­
ings b_rought against her for the 
viewpoints expressed ·· in her 
books. 
The Conference ~as t;>rought 
to a close on Sunday by Annie 
Mccombs, a · radical feminist 
and longtime labor organizer. 
"In Our Own Voices·: A Call. 
to Action " - the theme of this 
year's conference - recog­
nized that as women we can 
and do define our world and 
control our lives and that it is 
time to act rather than react in 
the struggle for legc;1I and social 
justice. 
Fifteen women law students 
from U.B. attended the confer­
ence. Here are some of our im­
pressions: 
Certain themes ran through 
several of the workshops. The 
importance ·of coalition-build ­
ing among groups striving for 
social change was stressed. , 
The problem of oppressed 
groups fighting among them­
selves rather than their com­
mon enemy was discussed in 
;, Avoiding Hierarchies of Op­
pression," "Black-Jewish Dia­
logues," and "Racism: The Poli­
tics of Invisibility.,; A workshop on 
"Abortion: Freedom of Choice" 
addressed legal strategies to✓ 
opposing anti-abortion prote6-
ters who are 'trying to close 
down clinics. 
The workshop on Battered 
Women'·s Shelters emphasized 
the voices of women who are 
usually not heard from when 
the topic of battering is dis­
.cussed. Wome,n of color, les• 
bians, prostitutes, the disabled, 
rural women and the elderly are 
just a few of the groups ignored 
by · the traditional shelter 
0 
method of dealing with domes­
tic violence against women. 
The unique problems of each 
of these groups were dis­
cussed, along with ways in 
which shelters or safe· homes 
might better reach them . 
' As a volunteer at Haven 
House, I found this workshop 
extremely helpful in sensitizing 
me to the problems of th'e "a­
typical " -shelter resident. It also 
hel_ped me realize how . many 
w.om~n . are not a_dequately 
served by the traditional shel­
ter. The importance of ha'9ng 
shelter staff, volunteers/ and 
residents who are sensitive to 
and knowledgable about these 
women's problems was em­
phasized, as well as the need 
for laws rendering physical 
abuse illegal, no matter what 
the circumstances surrounding 
it. One of the speakeFs, a former · 
prostitute, called for reform of 
the la·ws regarding prostitution. 
Others discussed the problems 
of lesbian battering, and the 
unique problems of battered 
women of color, disabled 
women, elderly women, rural 
women, and the shortcomings 
in the help they have received 
traditionally from shelters. 
[W]omen can and do define our world 
and control ·our ·lives and it is time to act 
rather than react in the struggle f~r legal and 
social justice . 
Disabled women working to 
obtain more accessible housir;ig 
so that the disabled can have 
more options for independent 
living. The role of Nicaraguan 
women in the creation and de­
velopment of the benefits 
brought to the people since the 
Revolution (including the liter­
acy campaign, health clinics, 
daycare centers, agrarian re­
forms, free college education 
for all students, same pay for 
same work for women) despi.te 
the attacks of the U.S. backed 
Contras. The role . of . native 
American women in ensuring 
the fulfillment of the purpose 'of 
the Indian Child·Welfare Act, so 
that Indian· culture will be able 
to survive through its children. 
Jewish and Black women· 
struggling to come to terms 
• with their differences, .acknow­
ledging their commonalities 
and nurturing mutual respect. 
Sanctuary Movement activists 
facing jail sentences as their · 
lawyers have to fight the Court's 
refusal to allow the real issues 
to be pre~ented at trial, prefer­
ri1Jg to focus only on the techni­
calities of Immigration L~w. 
,What all of th~se workshops 
and panels have in common is 
that they made it clear that 
women still face myriad forms 
of oppression and repression in 
the struggle to create a more 
humane society. But what they 
also made clear, in keeping with 
the spirit of this year's theme 
"In Our Own Voices : A Call to• 
Action." is that women through­
out the world, regardless of the 
obstacles, have been and con­
tinue to be a major force behind 
progressive social change. We 
need to remind ourselves that 
not only are there many biittles 
on many fronts, but that some 
of them are being won. 
The w.orkshops I attended cov-
ered a wide variety of topics, 
frbm feminist theory to iitiga-
. tion strategit:s, from discussing 
problems to 1:liscussing possi­
ble ways to make our govern­
ment and our· society mo.re re·­
sponsive ··to the needs of .our 
cl,ients. · The panelists in 
"Feminism in Jewish· Com- . 
munities" discussed their 
struggles to assert feminist 
concerns in a variety of. con ­
texts in a traditional environ-
"' ment, including Jewish law, 
_Jewish cultural broadcasting, 
Yiddish poetry readings, Amer­
ican social movements, and re­
ligious di.vorce laws. Other 
workshops discuss.ad such 
topics as the criminal defense 
of battered women, marital 
rape and the governlT)ent!s -
and society's - reluctance to 
prosecute the rapist, obtaining 
partner's benefits, freedom of 
choice, and mediation in family 
law. 
One workshop, "Community 
·Economic Development: Our 
Resp9nse to the Feminization 
of Po_verty," discussed pro­
grams designed to help women 
rece'iv'ing public assistance to 
become self-sufficient -by set­
ting up their own, often home-
based, businesses. Many women 
who are the sole head of their 
0 
household are economically· 
dependent, not through choice, 
but because they lack employ­
ment experience, education, 
· and tr_aining, or because -they 
ha"e to care for small children. 
In addition, immigrant groups 
often face employment barriers 
due to language and cultural 
differences. These .women are; 
however, often skilled in "trad­
itional women's tasks," such as 
cooking, sewing, child-care, 
and ho'use cleaning . The idea 
of helping these women set up 
their own l:iusinesses that 
capitalize on their skills is re­
ceiving increased attention. 
A · home-based business 
solves the child-care needs for 
a mother who would like to earn 
money. In addition, women 
from foreign cultures can. over-· 
come, and even utilize their dif­
ferences. Even though these 
programs may be viewed as • 
perpetuating stereotypes, they 
do help worn.en gain practical 
entrepreneurial e1<perience while 
capitalizing on existing skills. 
These businesses may be trans­
itional, lasting only until the 
youngest child is in school full­
time, or until the. woman is able 
to train for another job or ven­
ture. One panelist described the 
increasing po_pularity of wom­
en's economic development as 
a fad consistent with the current 
ideal of "bootstrap capitalism." 
In_ the· present political climate, 
many social movements are fight­
ing "retrenchment campaigns"; 
women's economic develop­
ment may be a means of achiev­
ing some of the more distant 
goals. 
The concept of self-employ- · 
ment is not a panacea, and it is 
not necessarily easy to achieve. 
Although start-up costs may be 
relatively low when ·compared 
to other types of businesses, 
poor wom~n still may have 
problems obtaining . financing 
(which might be obtained more 
easily if a revolving loan fund 
were set up). The proprietor 
may also need continued public 
assistance benefits (especially 
housing, food stamps, and 
Medicaidl until she · actually 
sees her . profits. The possible 
benefits 'include . self-suffi -
ciency, confidence, and train• 
ihg. 
..,. 
For me, the most significant 
part of the ConfereFJce on 
. Women and the Law was the 
workshop on. racism that t at-
tended. This workshop was an 
addendum to the prescheduled 
program and I'm glad I chose· 
fo go because it gave me some 
guidelines on how I -should 
prioritize my life and what my 
goals should b9\!t made many 
of my conflicting thoughts 
inuch clearer. 
During the workshop those in 
attendance generated a list 
which was written on a 
blackboard. On the left side wa's 
the heading "Power/Oppres-
sion." On the right side was the 
heading · "Other." Under the 
heading "Power/Oppression" 
came the. words : man; rich ; 
white; traditionally educated; 
abled; Christian. Under th~ 
heading "Other" came the~ 
wo~ds; wom~n; poo~; black; 
Latina; Amer'.can Indian; self-
edu~ated; . differently abled; 
Jewish; Moslem. 
Tliere I saw myself on both 
sides of that board, mostly 
classified· on the left side. 
"What can I do about accidents 
of birth," I asked, feeling frus-
trated. The answer : If we iden-
tify with what we are on the 
"Powerl o'ppression" side then 
we reinforce that power and the 
oppression it breeds. If we 
c,hoose to identify ,'With the 
"Other" side then we take 
POll'{er from the left side and 
bring it to those on the right 
side of the. board. · This is the 
key, Where do you· place your 
~mphasis? 
I spent a lot of ti me at the con-
ference attending workshops· 
on first amendment issues con­
cerning pornography and cen­
sorship. I'm glad I wentto these 
workshops because I noticed 
some dynamics that occur fre­
quently. One argument used by 
anti.-censorship speakers came 
up again and again. The speak­
ers reasoned that feminists 
_ought not to support anti-por­
nography legislation because 
those laws are supported by the 
moral majority, the. ultra right, 
arid all sorts of bad guys. There 
is a fear, probably legitimate, 
that conservative forces are 
using the resources and ener­
gies of feminists and liberals to 
pass anti-pornography . legisla­
tion . These temporary bedfel­
lows might then abandon the 
feminists, and even try to use 
these•and other laws against us. 
Trade Policy . . . 
ceptable conditions of wages, 
working hours, and working 
conditions. The incentives of­
fered to countries that respect 
the rights of their workers are 
access to American markets 
and the ability to attract Amer­
. ican investment. 
· However, the GSP incentives 
. are meaningful only if "there is 
a political will to enforce the 
law," said Harvey. Human 
rights groups are now trying to 
c_onvince this administration that 
it is in America's self-interest to 
enf_orce the law. 
A panel ' was convened last 
year to conduct fact finding to 
· consider . and document labor 
conditions in third world cou~­
tries. The hearings, held last < 
June, "clearly indicated . that 
there are a number of countries 
Where there are egregious pat­
terns of la~or rights abuses," 
As it was repeated by. countless 
anti-censorship advocates the 
logic "bf this argument finally 
began to bother me. We don't 
hav.e to prove that we're not like 
Jerry Falwell. We're not like 
him. I think it is a trap to sup-
pose that in order to be consis-
tent and politically correct one 
has to support anything that an 
opponent rejects. The.re may be 
some compelling argument · 
against anti-pornogr.aphy legis-
1atIon,• but this definitely isn't 
one of,them. 
The child support workshop 
was an intense strategy session 
for creative methods of collect-
ing support. The panelists 
urged the participants to inves-
Jigate what is happening in 
each state, as the states ·must 
have enforcement mechanisms 
in place by the end of 1986. In-
ate collection .remains a 
real problem, and collections 
from individuals working 
"under the table" pose great 
difficulties. The panelists, two 
attorneys from ' the Chicago 
area; related their litigation 
strategies in recent victorious 
child support cases. Particip-
ants left with some positive 
strategies, and an interest in in-
vestigating their state's collec-
tion systems. · 
The joint custody workshop 
focused on the issue of forced 
joint custody orders over the 
objective of one party. Two 
panelists were adamantly op-
posed to these orders, as joint 
custody research has shown 
that such an arrangement. only 
works when the two parents 
can cooperate and· discuss is­
sues of importance to the child/ 
ren. One panelist was in .favor 
of joint custody, even forced 
custody, because she ·felt 'that 
the "traumatic effects of di-· 
vorce upon the child/ren" could 
be lessened if the childi ren felt 
that the parents were still in­
volved in their lives. Partici­
pants discussed incidences, 
·cases and legislation in their 
home states. 
The women who attended 
the 17th National Confer~nce 
on Women and the Law would 
like to thank everyone who 
helped us get to Chicago. We 
hope the thoughts we have put 
together not only convey what 
we observed and learned that 
weekend, but will also encour­
age more people to attend the 
18th National Convention.· or 
similar events. 
• • • • • • contin~ed from page 4 
said Harvey. However, this ad­
ministration has not yet de­
clared which countries are bar­
red from specific provisions. 
As an example of labor rights 
violations in the Third World, 
South Korea was found to vio­
late all the specified rights ex­
cept for freedom from forced 
labor. However, workers · in 
South Korea have no choice 
whether to work overtime. 
Twelve hour days, seven days 
. a week with no holidays, is not 
uncommon. The development 
strategy for the past 20 years in 
South Korea has been to build 
an export industry based on 
cheap labor kept cheap by polit~ 
ical repression . In the past year 
four people haye committed 
suicide 'to protest against l_abor 
. rights violatio_ns carried out by 
the government. ·( 
,1· . ... •J t' ,( 
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) AcJ.g,RainA Growing Global Issue~. Says CarrOll 
Environmental law'Society According to Carroll, acid rain 
Dr. John Carroll, Professor of is made up of two-thirds sul-
Environmental Conservation at phur dioxide and one-third nitr-
the University of New Hamp- ous oxide and 50 percent of this 
~hire and Kellogg Foundation mixture can b8' carried by dry 
National Fellow, gave two· pre- deposition as well as by precipi-
sentations on "Acid Rain and tation. Carroll gave an overview 
Great Lakes Issues" at U.B. Law of the problems Europe is now 
~choolonWednesday,April 19. facing, where acid rain is 
The presentations were spon- · emerging a's a political issue in 
sored by the SUNY Buffalo countries like Germany. Coal 
Great Lakes Program and the burning emissions have been · 
Law School Project on Cana- cited as a major contributor to 
dian American Legal Issues and acid rain, but as Carroll said, 
were supported by the Sea "Acid rain is part of a much big-
th 
~~~~~:::ir~2:~:~!~~e En- ~~rt~~::Oan :~~iv~~:s m(~i~: 
Dr. Carroll is a leading scholar auto emissions) which are 
greater contributors than coal 
on United ststes and Ca.nadian burners." 
transboundary ,;,nvirohmental 
~~~eiera;dbo~~: r~~a~~~~:den~ in~;::~:ta~:l~t~ia~e~~::~~~~ 
viron111~ntal diplomacy. He has from surrounding countries to 
had extensiv.e experience di- reduce its emissions because it 
recting several projectsJor both is heavily dependent on coal 
the United States and Canada, burning, Carroll said. But Brit-
and has consulted with numer- ain's actual contribution is not 
ous organizations incfuding the as great as the area of Eastern 
lnternatio.nal Joint Commis- - Europe. Carroll showed a video-
sion, Environment Canada, and tape produced oy the Central 
the Brookhaven National Labo- . Electricity Generating Board of 
r·ato G t B 't · ry. · . rea n am. 
The most concerned Euro.-
pean countrie5i Carroll said, are 
the high altitude ones: Norway, 
Sweden, Austria, and Switzer-
land,whichemitverylowlevels 
but receive lalge amounts from 
the big producers in East 
Europe, Germany, and the 
· United Kingdom. 
· This is also the problem in 
North America, Carroll said, 
rain Canada receives comes 
from the United States, while 
the United States receives only 
about 18 percent of its total 
from Canada, most of which 
falls in the New York · State 
Adirondacks area. Carroll cited 
the difference in geological nio-
bility, to which Canada with its 
central -open _prairies is rnuch 
States. However, Carroll said, 
the "buffering capacity is not 
permanent, but is worn down 
with the continued assault of 
acidity.~ · ~. 
"Very little has · happened in 
the public policy/diplomatic 
arena" with regard to acid rairi, 
Carroll said. "The bigger prob-
lem is severe ~ir pollution, part 
more vulnerable than · the · of which is acid rain." 
. 
by Michael Kulla and mitting 5 percent of its .annual 
Sara Faherty gross .income to NAPILF. 
e:C! af~~c~n~b~ti~;:~e~~n~:: m:t~;~~~;~:;;~t:~~ ~:i~: 
groups, the Buffalo Public . In- many benefits. BPILP will have 
terest Law Program decided to access to and be listed 'in a na-
join the National Association. of tional directory of public in-
·Public Interest Law Founda- terest law organizations. This, 
tions (NAPILF), a national coali- resource will connect our law 
tion of public interest organize- school with other schools with 
tions designed to form a net- public intere~t law · groups. 
work of public interest law BPILP will be able to discuss 
groups across the country. and resolve problems and 
From now on BPILP will be sub- share pro1·ect ideas w·1th exper· 
•-
where 50-55 percent of the acid mountainous western United continu~d '!n pagr 10BPIL.p w. G. • F·i, - - M · · I11 a1n ·rom erger 
with Nat'I Public Interest Group 
enced public interest law or-
ganizations. BPILP hopes .to 
streamline its institutionaliza-
tion process. Joining the na-
tional network will prevent
BPILP from duplic~ting work 
that has already been done or 
overlapping efforts with other 
public interest law groups in 
our region. 
· Besides having open lines of 
communication and ,·esource-
pooling, members of NAPILF 
also ·ha_ve input into ,,nation-
wide decision-making. As a 
member group,' '8PILP will now 
be able to contribute to the pol­
icy making proc,ess of NAPILF. 
BPILP will have members on 
NAPILF's board of directors and 
will help to ·organize future na­
tional conferences. 
At the March conference, 
l'lJAPILF established its agenda 
for the upcoming year. The na­
tional .association will be focus­
ing on four major projects : a na­
tional newsletter; futµre na­
tional .and regional confer­
ences; outreach to other public 
interest related groups, for 
example, the ABA, LSCijRC, 
and clinical programs; and the 
writing and publishing of sev­
eral basic beginner's man~als 
on public interest law program 
related' topics. There will 'be 
separate manuals on tax 
exemption for public interest 
law. groups, loan forgiveness . 
programs, the insti~utionaliza­
tion of public interest law 
groups, organization tactics, 
.and fund raising ideas. 
BPILP has already g'ained val­
uable input from other organi- _ 
zations in NAPILF. At the con­
ference, several fund raising 
ideas were shared. They ranged 
from expensive, long term pro­
jects, such as cookbooks made 
up of favorite recipes of law fac­
ulty .and students, to shoe­
string money raisers such as 
setting up a miniature g,olf 
·course which satrizes the law , 
school experience. Some pub­
lic interest law programs sell 
baseball caps and beer mugs 
during alumni weekends, while 
others publish · school year 
calendars with each month ac­
companied by a humor~u! fac­
ulty photograph. 
NAPILF is already working on 
setting up a national clearing 
house of public interest law job 
openings . . Once this clearing 
house is established, BPILP will 
be able to make this resource 
available to U.B. law students. 
, BPILP is excited about the 
prospect of sharing ideas and 
resources on a. national scale. 
BPILP is especially interested in 
using its membership, in 
NAPILF to learn more about the 
possibility of setting up a loan 
forgiveness progra,m here. 
BPILP will share the advantages 
and benefits of this creative 
input with the law st1.1dent body 
as we learn more from the other 
members of NAPILF. 
GRADUATESCAtL · 
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Editorial.s 
With Newhouse, We Need 
-Look No Further 
Last month, this newspaper reported on University Provost William 
Greiner's disbanding of the Dean Search Committee after Louise 
Tru~ek (the Committee's last viable candidate) withdrew her name 
from consideration amid much infighting between her supporters and 
detractors. Now, at last, the smoke from the battlefield is beginning 
to c.lear, and the Administration has come up with a plan to get the 
sctiool bai;:k on track. The plan has its pros and cons. 
Although no official appointment has yet been made, it now appears 
certain that Professor Wade Newhouse will serve as dean for the next 
two years, while a ri'ew and improved search committee resumes the 
quest for outside candidates. 
Clearly, Newhouse is the man for the job. He's been here for 27 
years and knows the place. He's attended countless faculty meetings 
and served on innumerable committees, and is 'thoroughly familiar 
with the internal workings of the law school. He's served in a number 
of administrative posts and was .largely responsible ~or 'the law 
school 's move to O'Brian Hall and the burgeoning of the Jaeckle 
Center State and Lo.cal Government program. He's a first-r!lte scholar, 
extremely. knowledgeable in the areas of constitutional law, school 
law, and state and local government. He knows the alumni and has 
the affable dispositjon which is so necessary for soliciting donations 
to the law school. · 
Given the above, one has ta wonder why the Administration chose 
to resume the search for outside candidates at all. The old committee 
spent two years sifting through hundreds and hundreds of names, 
only to invite seven candidates to interview here (four of whom with ­
drew and three ofwhom the committee decided it didn't like after all) . 
Although Associate Dean Robert Berger insists that for the next two 
years Newhouse will not be an "acting " dean or an "interim " dean,. 
that is exactly what he will be', with all the drawbacks such a p,osition 
entails. · 
'Appointin'g an outside candidate two years down the road who is 
totally unfamiliar with the law school does not, to our minds make 
sens.e - especiallrerrwe have someone from within wh~ is so 
qualified. · · 
Newhouse should be the Dean. Period. · 
~dministratio.n Headed 
for Another Void in Ranks 
While the search for a new dean appears to have ended with the 
pending two-year appointment of Wade Newhouse to the post, 
another equally important search has yet to begin - that for an assis­
tant dean of admissions and student affairs. 
Vivian Garcia had held the position until last fall when she went on 
maternity leave. She was to have returned in February, but announced 
in November that she wanted to devote time to her newborn baby 
and thus would not return . Steve Wickmark has filled the position in 
her absence, but will be leaving once the semester is over. And, with 
no immediate successor waiting in the wings, it appears the law school 
administration is headed for another void in its ranks. 
While Acting Dean John Henry Schlegel "hopes" to have someone 
appointed by July 1st, that is all that really exists ~ight now - a hope, 
and a faint one at that: 
No search committee has been established, no names have been 
mentioned, and Sch!egel admits he could use some suggestions from 
students: 
At the risk of Monday morning quarterbacking, why wasn't this 
done in November when Garcia announced she would not be return­
ing7_A committee could have been established.then, set its goals and 
selection processes over the semester break, and then begun inter­
viewing potential replacements in the spring. Also, Wickmark would 
have been around to provide his insight and guidance. 
Instead, nothing was done and little attention was given to the 
matter. 
The dean of admissions and student affairs plays a vital role here 
at the law school. The position 'entails, among other things, the direct­
ing and coordinating of the Legal f)llethods program - a program that 
arguably sets UB apart from other law schools in its continued and 
active pursuit of qualified minority and. dlsadl(antaged students. The 
job also entails coordinating the entire admissions program, and cat: 
ering to the needs of the student body - needs which once again 
have been given slipshod treatment by the law school admihistration. 
With the end of the semester at hand, long overdue plans to establish 
a search committee .and solicit swdent input appear to be nothing 
more than admini-.trative lij:> service to a problem whose !leverity will 
probably not be truly realized until next fall. · 
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Victor's Farewell Address 
' ' 
by Victor R. $iclarl, 
former Editpr-ln-Chlef 
It seems just when I become 
comfortaHle in my surround­
ings, it is time to move on. It 
happened in elementary 
school, then in high school; 
again in college, and now in law 
school. Understandably, this is , 
a part of life. and the process of 
maturation. However, it does 
not make it any easier to move 
on nor compensate for the feel­
ing deep _down that you may 
never cross paths with the 
many peoplE\ you have become 
accustomed \o seeing daily. 
Therefore, I would like to take 
this opportunity to say good­
bye - no, to say best of luck -
to the graduating class. I am 
happy to say that I have made 
many friends, acknowledge 
that I have had differences of 
opinion and views with some, 
but consider no one my enemy. 
. To the f.irst and second year 
students, I hope that you take 
advantage of all this law school 
has to offer and receive as 
much fulfillment out of it as I 
did. Many understandably be­
rate the law schobl for its faults 
and . shortcomings. While criti­
cism is one way to deal with its 
problems, the energy of the stu­
dents is best exerted on decid­
ing how these problems can be 
ameliorated and taking the 
necessary action. We also 
should not lose sight of the 
positive forces and elements in 
the law school (yes, they do 
exist!), and take time out once 
in a while to pat ourselves on 
., f :~ -~* - ., 
t.,,6,w~.· ."~ :#.·#:'.#:-~a':·"~. 
Former Editor-in-Chi~{ Vicwr R. Siclari. 
l'flolOli by hulHammond 
the back when goals and objec­
tives are achieved. 
To the faculty, I thank you for 
expanding my horizons and for 
providing me with an education . 
which has taughrme the value 
of critical legal studies and how 
to decipher, analyze and 
reason. Although I would be 
withbut substanti,iltion to say I 
have received a be.tter educa­
_tion than if I attended an Ivy 
League law school · (only be­
cause I can not make a justified 
comparison • to schools .I have 
not attended), I do know that 
UB Law School has exposed me 
to. a learning process not pre­
sent · in most other schools. If -I 
had to do it .over again, I wo_uld 
attend UB - sans the deep 
winter freezes and snow and 
floods, etc. 
To . the administration and 
supporting staff, I express 'my 
gratitude for providing the 
framework on which this school, • 
operates. Special recognition 
goes out to the secretarial staff 
who often receive little acknow-
legem&nt and thanks, but de­
serve it as much, if not more, 
than anyone else because the 
law school could not operate 
without.them. 
To oµr , printer, Words & 
Graphics, especially Mary Jo 
and Wayne, whose expertise 
and professional skill in com­
position and design ·added that 
special touch to the newspaper, 
I thank you sincerely. You ac­
cepted late copy, worked 
around our deadlines, and la­
bored as hard as anyone else 
to produce this paper. 
Finally, I want to thank my 
editorial staff, business man­
ager, writers, contributors, and 
all those who have supported 
my endeavor to make this 
newspaper a quality product of 
which we can all be proud. 
Working on this newspaper has 
been my single, most reward­
ing and enlightening elCperi­
ence in law school. While I-ex­
perienced a most disappointing 
start (and almost equally dis­
appointing finish - see SBA 
budget story), I feel I have ac­
complished all that I had prom­
ised and set out to do....:. creat­
ing a reputable newspaper 
which provides the law school 
with a balanced diet of news 
and features and serves as a 
vehicle of communication for 
all who wish to utilize it. I am 
confident that my' successors 
will not let me or this school 
down, but will make this paper 
even better. ·· 
S.E.C., here I come! 
'fhe Opinion _Mailbox 
·Family Law· Grades Rele~sed 
Members of Isabel Marcus' 
Family Law.Class, Fall, 1985: 
. As you may know, several 
),eeks ago I was supplied with 
information , leading me to be­
lieve that some academic dis­
honesty may have occ.urred 
during the administration ·of 
Professor Isabel Marcus' exam 
in Family i..aw this past De­
c~mber. This information raised 
concerns that were so serious 
that they could not be ignored. 
I therefore di_rected the Regis­
trar not 'to release the grades 
for the course and began an in­
vestigation of the matter. That 
inv~stigation )Illas hampered by 
the fact ·th'at the information 
made available to me was quite 
general. It went into no specific 
detail. After proceeding with 
my investigation for a reason­
able time I have chosen to dis­
continue it and have therefore 
authorized the Registrar to re­
lease the Family Law grades. 
The grades are those that Pro-
. fessor Marcus gave each exam 
based solely on the content of 
the answers. · In particular, I 
have been assured by Professor 
Marcus that exams receiving a 
gradt1 of D or F were definitely 
below the level of performance 
required to' obtain a satisfactory. 
grade. No curve of any type was 
used in grading the papers. Each 
was judged solely on its own 
merit. 
All members of the class and 
the La.w School community are 
entitled · to understand the 
reaso_ns for my decision. I feel 
strongly that integrity is an es- · 
sential in life. Moreover, ·as a 
law school we have a special 
obligation to insist on hon1;isty 
from each·of our studepts, since 
they will be entering a profes­
sion where that quality is vital. 
However, the simple fact re­
mains that although .I have 
reason to suspect that some 
academic dishonesty may have· 
occurred among some of those 
taking the exam, I lack sufficient 
evidence to prove that it did, in 
· fact, occur or to ac~use any par­
ticular individual at this time. 
This situation has left me in a ' 
most uncomfortable position. I 
have finally' decided, after con­
sultation with you as a group 
and with others, that it would 
be wrong to proceed in any 
manner that would penalize-the 
majority of the class who are 
innocent of any wrongdoing_ I 
have therefore chosen to re­
lease the grades. 
· I hope this is not the final 
chapter in this matter. If I· re­
ceive any allegations of 
ac_!ldemic dishonesty against 
any spe,cific student who to.ok 
this exam, I will turn the matter 
over to our Faculty-Student Re­
lations Board. It wiil proceed 
. with an investigation using our 
normal procedures and will 
apply sanctions if- it is deter­
mined that they are warranted. 
Moreover, we, as a community, 
need to address this problem in 
the broader context of prevent­
ing it from occurring in the fu­
ture. The specific provisions of 
the Standards for Academic 
Dishonesty Cases, as well as 
the general attitude of the Law 
School community toward these 
matters, need further consider­
·ation by the students, faculty 
and' administration. The stu­
dent body, at our urging, has 
begun its discussion. I hope 
that the students realize that it 
must continue. My decision to 
release the grades resolves the 
current impasse, but it does not 
solve the true p_roblem. We all 
must under-stand that each has 
and must have both an indi~ 
vidual and a shared collective 
responsibility to maintain an 
examination system· free of 
even the hint of dishonesty. 
Each of you who works dili­
gently toward a place in an hon­
orable profession is entitll:ld to 
no less. The community in which 
you will practice demands this 
as well . I trust that we can reach 
that gpal expeditiously. 
Sincerely, 
John Hehry Schlegel 
Acting Dean 
B·asketballers Thank Garcia 
was tremendous, especially 
when considering the general · 
argumentative and spastic ten­
dencies of most law students in 
the world today. 
! 
.Slncer:t!Y, 
Joel Schechter 
'i,1 
Editor: • 
On behalf of the Clinton Crim­
son, I'd like to thank John Ga·r­
cia for organizing and supervis­
ing the Lav,cSchool intramural 
basketball league. In the ab­
sence of any help or encourage­
ment froni the 'UB intramural 
' 
office, and oft.en in the presence. 
of negative action by- this 
shoddy office, John put forth a 
commendable. effort to ensure 
the existence and success of the 
law school ieague. The level of 
competition and enjoyment 
..
) 
The Boy Mechanic Kevin O'Shaughnessy 
Deanasty: A New Soap, Butt.he Same Old Story
by Kevin O'Shaughnesay · · 
While wandering about the 
hallowed halls of O'Brian, the 
Boy Mechanic chanced ·upon a 
discarded, half fini~hed script 
for a ·new night time television · 
soap opera (probably one of the 
faculty trying to pick up some 
extra cash). The series is titled 
Deanasty. Instead of writing a 
column, I felt this script would 
be more interesting read-· 
ing · · · · 
The Characters 
Wi//iam "Boom,, Dreadlick-
Former chairman of the board 
for Scarrington Oil and protec-
tor of the wildcat oilmen's 
"Scarrington System" of Oil 
Drilling. 
. Jake Scarrington-Current chair-
man ·of the board at Scar-
rington_. Jake (an enigma to 
. both the shareholders and 
the board of directors) was for-
I II . d · h h Smer y a Ie wit t e car-
rington wildcatters, but has lost 
touch with them since becom-
ing chairman. His actions and 
intentions are shrouded in mys-
tery, 
Guest Column 
Tess Trueheart-A midwestern 
wildcat oil heiress, Tess seeks 
to replace Jake Scarrington 
(who claims h,e's ready to retire) 
as chairma:n of the board. H1,H 
big plans for Scarrington Oil 
·have alarmed members of the 
board and powerful area oil 
men. 
Dick Tracy-Tess's boyfriend 
and one of the founders of the 
wildcat · methods still used 
under the.. name the "Scar-
rington System" by Scar-
rington's wildcatters. These 
radical oil drilling methods 
have outraged oil men nation-
wide. 
Galen Freeqase-Board member. 
of Scarrington Oil,, leading 
·Id dmember of the wI catters an 
ardent supporter of Dick Tracy 
and Tess Trueheart. . 
Fern Conniving-Director of per-
I S · 0 ·1 J ksonne at camngton 1, a e 
Scarrington's closest confident, 
and former girl friend of Dick 
Tracy. A sultry beauty, Fern's 
physical charms and cunning 
mind make her an excellent 
ba<i room (oi , bedroom) poli -
tician. Fern rerflains bitter about 
being jilted by Dick, and is es-
peci.ally bitter about Tess. · 
Alexis Heartburn-Member of the 
board of directors who is very 
opposed to anyone planning to 
change Scarrington Oil. The 
veteran of many power strug-
gles, Alexis is the toughest 
member of the board. 
Congressman Brit Whiner-The 
man responsible for "ppointing 
the next chairman of Scar-
rington Oil. Like all politicians, 
he privately longs to be Presi-
dent. Congressman Whiner's 
aspirations cause him to be 
fearful of makin.g any political 
enemies. As a result.· he is sub-
servient to the desires of area 
oil men and · Scarrington's 
board of directors. 
Blaine Whitehorse-A former 
.sout~ern baptist minister turned 
lawyer. Blaine is not a member 
of the wildcatters, but they re-
gard him as the most trust-
worthy member of the board of 
directors. Recently Blaine has be-
come the leacfing candidate for 
chairman. Blaine d~s not seek 
the chairmanship, ut he has 
becomei:oncerne ecause the 
recel"!t .power struggle has 
caused Scarrington Oil to drop 
from 19th to 39th in Fortune 
500. 
The Plot 
After "Bcom" Dreadlick re-
signs as chairman at Scar-
rington Oil (to teach Bible 
studies), Jake Scarrington takes 
office. Jake does not want the 
job but he will remain until the 
board of directors finds a new 
chairman. While the board 
searches, Jake and Fern forni a 
power base. 
The board search yields Tess 
Trueheart and •Dick Tracy. Fern 
Conniving is very unhappy with 
the board's decision. Tess dis-
cusses her strategy and goals 
for Scarrington Oil at a board 
meeting. The thought of 
changes at Scarrington Oil 
alarms some members of the 
.board. The leader ofthis group, 
Alexis Heartburn, has become 
comfortable with Jake in po~er 
nda feels that he will stick 
around longer ·-than anyone 
thinks. Jake does nQthing to 
dispel this notion. 
At an area oilmen's luncheon 
Jake Scarrington makes a rare 
public speech. Tess's appear-
ance has caused the area oil-
men to become interested in 
wildcatters and their methods. 
In the speech, Jake identifies 
Dick Tracy as one of the found-
ers of the wildcat method of oil 
drilling. One week later, Tess 
and Dick barely escape being 
lynched by vindictive area oil-
men at the .Annual Oil Men's 
Ball. Galen Freebase •and "the 
wild cat faction of Scarrington 
Oil feel that Jake set Tess and 
Dick up for the lynching. Jake 
denies bad intentions, but pri-
vately concedes his speech w:2 
ill advised. · 
· The attempted lynching·tl!l.rns 
the heat up on Tess and Dick. 
Alexis 'grills Tess at the next 
board meeting (Alexis likes to 
15continued on page 
Susan Tamar Berkow 
Law Students Are Paying For Cheaters' Sin 
by Susan Tamar Berkow 
Who is to blame for whatever 
Fheating may,have occur.red on 
professor Marcus' family law 
exam last December? To hear 
the students tell it, almo~t any­
one but students. In private 
·•conversati•ons, • public -meet­
ings, opinion articles, an'd let­
ters,.I have heard blame placed 
on Professor Marcus, the float- , 
ing exam system, and "sloppi­
ness" due to "senioritis." Most 
recently, in his article to The 
Opinion, Elan Gerstmann 
seems to suggest that cheating 
was a response to"alienation." 
I suggest that students and 
students alone are responsible 
for cheating . Thus far the ·stu­
dent response ha~ bee11 to 
avoid responsibility at all cost. 
A great deal of anger has been 
directed at Professor Marcus 
and the administration, none 
toward fellow students who 
have dishonored all of us and 
our school. It is time that we 
take responsibility for our indi­
vidual actions and responsibil­
ity as a group for setting and 
maintaining communitY. stand­
ards of ethical conduct. 
The posting of the family law 
grades should not mark the end 
of this matter. Because of this 
incident, certain ethical issues 
that were simmering in the law 
school have been brought to 
the surface. We should now use 
this incident as a starting point 
•fora dialogue among students, 
faculty, and the administration 
· . . . 
about ethics within the law 
school cor:n~unity. Here are 
some of the ISSl_Jes that need to 
be addressed: 
The Ethics Course: There is a 
general consensus among stu-
dents (and I thirfk the faculty 
would agree) that the manda-
tory first-year Ethics course is 
meaningless. Many of us·have 
complained bitterly about the 
course but no serious effort has 
been made to have it improved. 
I now know from experience 
that it is possible to give a good 
.ethics course. This semester, 
the clinic instructors held a 
series of classes, most of which 
dealt exclusively or peripher-
' ally with problems , in. legal 
ethics. Assigned readings that 
were generally well-written and 
thought-provoking were used 
to facilitate lively and worth-
while discussions. 
There was a lot of positive 
feedback from clinic students 
about these sessions. The dis-
cussions wer challenging and 
often difficul · it is hard to con-
front these iss s. But we ap-
. preciated . the op ortunity to 
start working through common 
ethical dilemas with some guid-
ance.from people with experi-
ence. 
There are a few other law 
school courses, such as Profes-
sor Halpern's "Lawyer in Pro-
cess," that tackle legal ethics. 
However, these courses, like · 
the clinic program, are small . 
)'us, few students from any 
. . · 
given class benefit from a good 
course in Ethics1 
Since Ethic~,--is a required 
course, and we know there are 
professors here who are capa-
ble of teaching it weli. and we 
know students are unhappy 
with the current . non-course, 
let's put in the effort to make 
the necessary changes. All we 
need is the will to do it. 
Exams Under An Honor Sys-
tem - UB is unique in many 
ways. Part of what makes it 
special is our honor code. The 
honor system for e"flmS dem-
onstrates that the st:hool ad-
ministration trusts and respects 
us as responsible adults; it al-
. lows students some flexibility · 
in planning when and where to 
take exams and provides a 
more relaxed atmosphere dur-
ing the exam ·period. 
If we allow our fellow. stu-
dents to continue to abuse the 
system, we w,ill lose it.W.e need 
to ·make ch~atiri_g at all levels 
unacceptable. In the case of 
floating or long take-out exams 
we can do this by being alert 
and careful in our conversa-
tions. This means exercising 
some restraint: waiting until . 
friends have completed the 
exam before discussing it, .not 
discussing it in public places 
whe're others.may overhear; for 
those who have. not yet taken 
the exam, it means walking 
away from areas where others 
are discussing it. 
These measures are not dif-
: 
ficult to implement; they do re-
quire some affirmative effort, 
but that is simply our end of the 
deal under an honor system. 
Are we so weak•willed that we 
need all possible "temptations" 
removed? Do we want all 
exams to be in-class and proc-
tored? 1do not think so. 
The alleged cheating· on 
exams is not the beginning and 
the end of the problem. Last 
year there were widespread in-
cidents among the first-year 
class of students doing various 
manipulations to discover their 
classmates' grades. Again stu-
dent response to this outra-
geous conduct was not anger at 
the perpetrators for their lack of 
ethical standards and respect 
for the privacy of other, but cri -
ticism of the Admissions Office 
for making it so easy to figure 
out people's grades! 
I understand the argument . 
that "there will always be 
people who do these things," 
and I agree, but I think those 
people are in a tiny minority. 
There is a much larger group 
that can be forced to straighten 
up its act with a little social pres-
sure. This merely involves 
being consistent in our conver-
sations and interactions with 
each other about expressing 
scorn and condemation of 
cheating and other unethical 
condutt. It also involves being 
careful in our own behavior and 
following the rule of "avoiding 
even the appearance of impro-
priety." The effect will be·estab-
lished and recognized ethical 
standards within the school 
community. 
I believe that putting up with 
a very ·small number of people 
who engage in such objection-
able conduct is preferable to all 
of us losing the advantages of 
the Buffalo Model. That is what 
will ultimate.ly happen if we 
allow such behavior to go un-
checked. 
This, phenomenon is alr~ady 
happening on a wider scale 
within the legal community. Be-
cause so many attorneys cheat 
their clients, a client security 
fund has . been established to 
help repay at least some of 
those client-victims. All attor-
neys are now required to con-
tribute $100 a year to this fund. 
We will all have to make .our 
first payment next year before 
being admitted to the bar. 
We are all paying (literally) 
for the "bad behavior" of our 
fellow lawyers. We pay because 
members of.the legal ccimmu-
nity have not been able to effec-
tively sanction their peers and 
enforce standards for unaccept-
able behavior. As long as we 
continue to throw up our hands 
helplessly and say, "there's 
nothing we can do," we shall 
continue to pay. 
We are not powerless. We can 
set the standards and further-
more it is our responsi~ility to 
do so. We don't have to keep 
paying for the cheaters. 
SBA Board Pledges Enthusiasm, Dedication 
To the Editor: 
Well, the elections are over 
and a new SBA Executive Board 
has been chosen. It is always 
difficult to know just what to say 
after such an event, but there 
are usually a few things which 
needJo be said. 
First, a hearty congratula'­
tions goes outto all of you who, 
by voting, demonstrated your 
·concern for the future of the 
,,. SBA. The new exet:uti,ve offic­
ers will do 01,1r best to fulfill the 
expectations you may.have for. 
us. ·Furthermore, we-are mind­
ful of ,he fact that YO!Jr choices 
for the Executive Board were 
not unanimous and we will 
make every effort to listen to 
those who may have chosen 
otherwise. We are confident 
that, with time, we can earn 
your support. 
Second, we should all thank 
the many candidates who par­
ticipated in this election and 
made the choice~ for officers all 
the mo.re difficult. These stu­
dents · have much to offer. us. 
Their experiences and insights 
are very 'valuable and we hope 
they continue to participate in 
the struggle for those issues to · 
which we are all committed. If 
they do, SBA is sure to be a 
stronger and more effective or-
ganization . 
Finally, this Executive Board 
is one which is sure to be en-
thusiastic, assertive, and, at 
times, demanding  We will ask , · 
you throughout . the year · to 
commit yourselves to actiOl'IS 
which will demonstrate to fac-
ulty and administration ·alike 
that students are united over 
k'ey concerns. We will ask you, 
aswewilfdemand ofourselves, 
to develop the confidence to 
place our bodie~ wher!! only 
our words have previously Have a great summer and we 
been. At times, as we all kno~. will be looking forward to 
presence is more effective than · seeing you in the fall . 
argument. This Executive Board · · A Sincerely, 
is dedicated to the furtherance Brett Gllb-_rt, President 
of student concerns through a Jack Luzier, Vice President 
combination of both words and . Karen Buckley, Sec;retary -•,- , 
action. Terry GIibride, Treasurerc t u d tommencemen p a e 
· 
Graduating Sentora: 
As you know, Senator Moyni-
han has agreed to speak at our 
Commencement on Sunday, 
May .18. The ceremony will be 
held at Baird ' Point, _l/Veathe.r 
permitting, triple gym if not. 
Invitations will be available in 
Marie's office, room 312, by 
April .21. Each student can get 
10 invitations. If you would like 
CtHllinwd ~ pa~ 12 
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COO Career Panel Focuses on LaborLaw
. . . . 
i;y Idelle Abrams 
On March 26, the Career De­
velopmenfOffice hosted a very 
informative Career Panel on 
Labor Law. Sponsored- by the \ 
Alumni Association, the panel 
represented a diverse cross 
section of labor law practition­
ers. Marilyn Zahm described 
her position as~n Administra-
~ tive Litw Judge and Chief Reg­
"'- ion al Mediator of the Public Em­
ploymerit Relations Board 
(PERB). John Collins of Collins, 
Collins, and DiNardo explained 
the practice of a union-side at­
torney while David Farmello of 
Hodgson, Russ.Andrews, Wood 
& Goodyear represented the 
management side of labor law. 
Marc Pearce, an attorney with 
the National Labor Relations 
· Board (NLRB), described his 
duties as well. 
One of the most positive as­
pects of practicing labor law, 
agreed all the panelists, is the 
amount of interaction with 
people that goes with the job. 
Said David Farmello, "You're 
dealing with peoples' lives. 
You're very much dealing,with 
matters that are of great signifi­
cance to their day to day exis­
tence and are going to change 
their lives very directly the day 
the-decision comes out." Farm­
ello characterized labor law as 
"legally a non-legal field." A 
great deal of the work is not 
specifically "leg·ai." "There's .a 
very human element to what's 
going on in the laborfield," said 
Farmello. 
Another advantage the 
0 panelists stressed was the di­
versity of the work. For Pearce 
at the NLRB, the variety pro­
vides "a chance to see prob­
lems from several perspec­
tives." Said Farmello, "One day 
you're litigating .or preparing 
court papers, the next day you'll 
be out on the picket line'. There 
are a lot of different tasks to be 
performed and a lot of differe_nt 
forms in which you get to ap­
pear." 
Stamina and ~ommitment 
were recurring themes. Zahm, 
discussing the skills a mediator 
needs, described stamina as 
paramount. "People usually 
New Regs for GLS & ALAS-Loans; 
All Applicants Must file FAF Forms 
by Kathy Peterangelo-Johnson 
The Department of Educ;:ation 
has done it again! New regula­
tions are being issued requiring 
financial aid offices to validate 
all Guaranteed Student Loan 
and ALAS applications. This• 
means not only a lot more work 
for me in processing your 
loans, but, for some of you, 
more work for you in applying. 
In order to comply with this 
regulation, the University Fi, 
nancial Aid Office has insti­
gated a new policy which will 
affect all ~tudents applying for 
loans.for the 1986-87 academic 
year. We will be -validating all 
GSL and ALAS Needs Test 
forms against information 
found on the Financial Aid Form 
{FAF). What does all ofthis have 
to do with you? 
' Well • .-i f you've already com­
pleted and, sent in an FAF for 
the 1986-1987 school year 
(hopefully !)efore the March 15 
deadline) you have nothing to 
worry about. However, if you 
are one of the many people who 
have not . filed an FAF, you 
should apply IMMEDIATELY! 
Many of you have·neve·r filed 
an FAF before. After all, y~u 
weren't interested in applying 
for NDSL or CWS for one 
reason or another and only 
wanted a GSL and/or ALAS. All 
you needed to submit with your 
loan form was a current Needs 
Test. Unfortunately, that wQn't 
be enough ~ny more. You now 
must file the FAF even if you 
are only interested in_Q_bta jning 
a Guaranteed Student Loan or 
an ALAS -loan. 
~\ You can pick up an FAF at my 
office, A&R, ·or at either finan ­
cial aid office {Hayes C - Main 
Street .9J?,232 Capen). The FAF 
•must have been sent to the Col­
lege Scholarship Service {CSS) 
four weeks before you submit 
your loan application. There­
fore, if you want your loan to 
be processed during the sum­
mer, you should mail in the FAF 
no later than May 1. 
I will begin processing loans 
for the. next academic year on 
May 19. If your FAF is not on 
file, your loan ·wii'I be sent back 
to you with instructions to file 
the, FAF. TO ,.(iVOid this delay, 
pick up · the FAF, complete it, 
and mail it to CSS as soon as 
possible. 
Believe me, I'm not very 
happy about this whole thing 
. either. You can help make 
things a Jot more bearable if 
you will file an FAF before 
exams. That way; there won't 
be any ·un'necessary delay in 
. ,:>rocessing your GSUALAS. J, 
settle at 4 o'clock in the morn­
ing when everyone's ·worn 
· down. So you have to make 
sure that you. can outlast 
everyone else." Everyone a­
greed ilyith Collins who said, 
"You're going to put in a lot of 
hours. It is not a nine to five 
job." He pointed out that you 
may have.to be out on 'the picket 
line at seven in the morning or 
you may get a call at midnight 
about a labor issue. 
PERB, explained Zahm, is a 
state agency set up to adminis­
ter the Taylor Law, which af­
forded public employees in 
New York S\ate the right to or­
ganize and participate in collec­
tive bargaining. Zahm de­
scribed PERB's. functions as fal­
ling into two categories. The 
agency handles imp.roper prac­
tice cases. In these cases, a 
union, emplQyer, or individual 
claims that their rights, which 
are set out by statute, have 
Acid Rain. .... 
In his · presentation on the 
Great Lakes, Carroll said, 
"There are substantial differ-· 
ences over their use and alloca­
tion ar:id there are built-in_im­
balances." For the United 
States, it is a regional issue, but 
for.Canada which is heavily de­
pendent on hydroelectricity it is 
a national one, 'he said. The 
major issues related to the 
Great Lakes- are their naviga­
tion, diversions · of water 
through certain areas, and 
coastal1 erosiori. Canada is also 
heavily dependent on its 
fisheries. 
Canada had not 'previously 
been overly concerned with 
water qua'lity, Carroll said, but 
may have to start facing it soon 
after its Sonia Power Plant on 
. . 
Blind River started leaking last 
been violated in a certain way. 
The other function of the 
agency is to assist empl·oyers 
and unions in reaching c~ntract 
agreements. PERB supplies 
mediators, fact finders, and con­
ciliators to help employers and 
·unions bargain for a contract. 
An Administr~tive Law Judge 
(ALJ), "just like any other 
judge,", listens as both sides 
. present t.heir cases, and writes 
the decision. You can become 
an ALJ after serving as an ap­
prentice for three years or, .if 
you come to the agency with 
five years of experience in 
labor law. Mediators, fact find­
ers and conciliators all assist . 
management and labor to 
reach a contract agreement. 
"People who decide to leave 
PERB usually have .lots of op­
portunities elsewhere," said 
Zahm. They may go to other 
nmtimu1clo11pe1,,w /5 
• • • • .• continued from page 7 
summer. 
Carroll said there has been a 
significant increase in . citizen 
diplomacy which has been en­
couraged by acid rain and toxic 
controversies. The scier,itists of 
Environment Canada recently 
published a controversial publi­
cation entitled "Storm Warn­
ing" which essentially conveys 
the message that government 
cannot .protect its citizens from 
highly toxic substances. This 
publication was subsequently 
withdrawn, Carroll said. 
Radioactive waste and other 
toxics are "a normal cost of 
doing business" he said. "If we 
want cheap electricity we must 
take the acid rain with it, and as 
long as we demand avery.high 
per capita ·consumption of elec­
tricity; it will continue." 
~ 
RES IPSA LOQUITUR 
~ 
"Ifie Pieper 'J{fw 'Yorl(State. -· Afuftistate 'Bar ~v~w offers an 
integratetf app~oacfi to tft.e 'J{ew 'Yor/( 'Bar '£~am. 'We empliasize 
sopliisticatea memorg tecfini']ues, ,essay -writing skiffs and a co11C.ise, 
organizdpresentation of tfie faw. 'You wi[[ 6e preparea and confolent 
PEIPER NEW YORK - MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW 
, ' 
rlt .Speaks For Itself. 
90 'Willis Jlvenue, !lvfirieofa, 'J{y' 1'1501 'Tefepfw,re: (516) 747~4311 
PIEPER REPS 
Duane Barnes Charles Telford Judith Kubiniec 
Margo Beasley Walter Ramos Doris Carbonell 
Ross Lanzafame Zoran Najdoski Maria LoTempio 
James McElhone Brian Mahoney Jo~n Rowley . 
,Brian Bornstein, Mark .Pollard Donna Siwek 
Amy Sullivan 
/' 
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CHEA-TltJG··· : 
PUTTING UP WITH, AN 
1-/Avt: f3££rJ Pv{(r; HELL! 
THE S€ PA ST 3 YEA~S 
INCOMt'ETctJT AD/1 IN/S­
11v~ ruT up wtTH A TR!rf / ON;1 RU f) £ STttFFi 
L.·oT of CRAP- ]3USTING SHITTy TEACHER.SI ltN.b 
NOrJt;XI fT£tJT Jo..BMt ASS .FofZ Q 1 s / WAIT/tJG 
PUtC.€M€flr. .BuT WH,1-TA YEAa?. fo~ .MY GitA~~ 
OF ·1 HltTEb .MOST ftBovT'B~ltJG . ACClJS{;l) THC: lltST 3 Y€,1i(S ·lJ~S 
HA VJ t.JG TO SP€r,Jf) TH£11 
WITH 
A5 H£ 15 RUt.JN/NG 
TowARD BAIRD fo/NT... 
t· t:oKEY ! ____. ......... 
· you 
A
.-·- . 
·- ·-· .--··-• -. -· ·· -- . .. 
. ------·-· - ·- · -
I I II ·1 '.I ' 
M€AN wl-l /LE .~ T Bil/RD POINT. •. ] 
YEAH- $UT 
you1f..€ /JoTr So MLIC.t-/ f Of?., 
Ff_/GJ()SH If.' 
subl)El'JLY1 GUM8Y ALL RIGHT; EVE)Zyf>o!>"f 
LG'APS ONSTAGG ! STA'i WH6~E You A!(E.' 
tivE GOT SoME T7-f trJG 
Ta SAyf. . . 
• I 
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.lose it). 
- interlibrary loan speed facili­
tated by RLIN access. See1Betty 
Waif or ask one of the clerks at 
circulation fqr a form if you 
need to •borrow from else-
/"" where. · 
- films sponsored by the law 
. library throughout the year, 
largely due to Nian Cascio's ef­
forts ad International Law Libra­
rian and Head of A-V. 
. '"'7'" exhibits as mentioned be­
fore. 
- index tables that grew over. 
~pring break, allow_ing the 
Shepherds to stay together in 
better order, and making the ' 
smaller and more current 
orange-taped reference libra­
rians' collection more accessi-
Commencement . 
more, p,lease see Marie a few 
days before graduation. You 
can invite as many people as 
you'd like to the ceremony. 
If you forgotto order your cap 
ble to patrons. 
- and last but ·,not least for ­
those here on ·sundays, the 
local Sunday paper is . back. 
Maybe someone next yea, can 
get the Sunday Times in on 
Surrday. · 
Suggestion .for 'discussion in 
future meetings next year: 
more advanced legal research 
courses of the same caliber as 
Professor Gibson's one credit 
tax r~search course. I beiieve 
Susan Dowd, G"vernment doc­
uments librarian, presented a 
workshop on Federal gove~­
ment documents. State &Local 
documents workshop might be 
the next logical step, and Nina 
Cascio presented another such 
workshop in International legal 
· 
research ~t areas are 
complicat en ugh, however, 
to warrant it r several such 
,workshops a one credit 
course. Thenynight also be in­
terest in workshops for finding 
and using forms, comparative 
law (esp. Canadian ana 
Chinese), and how to approach 
using the rare books collection. 
A personal plea by a librarian 
working as a law student library 
worker: please remember to re­
shelve 2nd and 3rd floor. books 
· when you're finished with 
them - this gives students 
working • in circulation more 
time to help you at the desk and 
saves you and your fellow stu­
dents time and fr'ustration in 
lqcating needed materials. 
would like to wear one, please at 11: a.m. in room 106. A picnic 
see Marie in room 312. Also, has been tentatively 'planned 
please try to contribute to the for after the practice - hope­
Emergency Student Loan Fund. fully, hot dogs, hamburgers 
Practice for Commencement and beer!! 
and gown by the deadline and will be held on Friday, May 16 . A bulletin board will be 
Hto work out in a slightly more 
formal way with the Provost's 
office how the new dean search 
process will run, H and precisely 
whattrole the law school faculty 
will play in the process. The 
new search committee will be 
formed after the faculty com­
mittee's first · meeting with 
Greiner. Berger said that al­
though there His no prohibition 
regarding overlap of old and 
new members, the expectation 
is that for the most part, it will 
be new people and a new chair­
person." 
Newhouse, who has been a 
member of the faculty for 27 
years, has filled a number of ad­
rpinistrative posts during that 
time. From 1961-1974he served 
-as Chairmc,1n of the Building 
. . . . . .. . . . .~ 
placed on the window in 
Marie's office. Please check it 
periodically for updates on 
Commencement plans. 
Any students interested in 
being ushers please see me as 
Committee, -in which capacity 
he played an active role in the 
law school's move to the · 
Amherst Campus and O'Brien 
Hall. From 1977-1980, he served 
as director of the law school li­
brary. In 1980 he was named 
the first director of the Jaeckle 
Center State and. Local Govern­
ment Program, which he or­
ganized and developed. 
Berger appeared optimistic 
about the chances for finding 
an outside candidate to take 
over after Newhouse's two year 
term expires. "With a d,ifferent 
search committee, more assist­
ance from the Provost's office 
and a little luck, we'll be able to 
find someone within two 
years." 
• • • • • • • c1,mtinued from page 9 
soon as possible. · 
Any questions, please see 
me. 
Gina M. Peca 
Commencement Chairperson 
Loan Fund Donation Urgedfo.r 1986 Grads 
Graduating Seniors: 
. Some graduating seniors in-
dicated to Gina Peca that th·ey 
·would.prefer to forego wearing 
a cap and gown at graduation 
and to give to a student 
emergency . loan fund the 
amount they would have spent 
. on ·renting a cap and gown. A 
significant number of others 
said that although they are rent-
ing a cap and gown, they would 
also like to contribute to such a 
fund. Arrangements have been 
made with the Dean's Office to 
. have contributions to a student 
emergencyloanfund-whether 
they are made in lieu of or jn 
addition to the cost of renting 
a cap and gown - colhfoted 
through his office. 
A student emergency loan 
fund already exists - but it is 
woefully small and therefore 
has gone unpublicized '. With a 
significant injection of contribu-
tions, the fund could b_ecome, 
over time, a very important and 
(Tleaning'ful source of tempo-
rary aid for many students who 
face critical short-term financial 
needs. 
• We hope _(11 .that each 
g~aduating senior will be will-
ing and able to make a contribu-
tion, however large or small, to 
the fund, and (21 that our giving · 
wiil create . a precedent for fu-
ture graduating classes to fol-
low. 
Contribution~-to the student 
emergency loan fund from .the 
members of the Class of 1986 
will be collected until May 9th 
and should be given to Marie 
in room 312. Checks should be 
made payable to "SUNY at But-
falo Law School." We will make 
an announcement at gradua-
tion about the class's contribu-
tiori to the fund and our class.'._ 
hope that succeeding classes 
will follow our example. 
If you're able to make a con-
tr.ibution, please do it to'c!ay 
while you're thinking about it. 
If you don't have' the money to 
give now, then please try over 
the next three weeks to set 
aside a few dollars to give to 
the fund. No matter what size 
your contrib1,Jtion1 every dona-
tion will help. 
In the hope that_the faculty 
will join us in our effort to 
meaningfully increase the size 
. of the student emergency loan 
fund and to create a precedent 
that will be followed at spring 
graduations at this school for 
mariy years to come, a copy of 
this memo has been distributed 
to each member of the faculty 
along with a request that she/he 
a·lso consider making an annual 
contr\bution to the fund begin-
ning this year. 
The Commencement 
Committee -
'----
The MBE Is Worth 400/o Of
• - J • 
The New Yor~ Bar Exam 
JULY. 1983 
Took Passed % 
6,217 4,648 74.8 
FEBRUARY,1983 
Took Passed % 
2 ,214 1,065 48 
JULY,1984 
Change
Took · Passed % In% 
6,446 4,.366 67.7 ·7.1 
' 
FEBRUARY.1984 
Change
Took Passed % In% 
2,105 940 44 -4 
Fact: Most ·Students Who 
Fail The New York .Bar Exam 
Fail The M.BE! 
That's Why In The Last 10 Years Over 
50,000 Students Have Supplemented 
Their .Gener.al-Review Course 
V With 
MULTISTATE S'PECIALIST 
WEST COAST OFFICE NEW YORK OFFICE EAST COAST OFFICE 
8291'2 Via de la Paz 450 7th Avenue, Suite .3504 211· Bainbridge Street 
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Reviewof1985-86News and Events 
.by Victor R. Siclari The second issue reported val of two new social science 
With the school year almost the election results of the new experts to its faculty: Jeffrey 0PINION 
Student Bar Association offic­ Blum and Frank Munger. In ad­at an end, and this being the ~IDt,eO-far ho v- Term; •­
ers and directors. Later ·issues dition, the school interviewed a New C:...... W11 Raamts-'Cllln F•last issue for the academic; year, 
faithfully covered S.B.A. busi­ number of applicants for teach­it is an appropriate time ,to re­
ness under the helm of Presi­ ing positions. Selected wereflect back on the events which 
dent Lori Cohen, Vice President Victor Thuronyi, a Harvard Lawhave affected us this year. Pos­
Todd Bullard, Treasurer Jerry School alumnus and attorneysibly this also will serve as a 
O'Connor and Secretary Col­ for the U.S. Treasury Depart­reminder of the issues that still 
leen Rogers. Whether it was this ment, and George Kannar,Qaneed to be addressed by the . 
close monitoring and reporting Harvard Law School alumnus -~~ students.-,~~ -;;,c: ~~~ In our first issue, we reportea of the S.B.A. meetings and/or and attorney for the American 
the cohesiveness and hard Civil Liberties Union. The fac­that Thomas E. Headrick's res­!!.!~Tnfflt 
work of S.B.A. members, the ulty also adopted a resolutionignation as dean took effect 
stu_dents profited from a suc­ which gives clinical instructorswithout a permanent replace­
cessful year. greater status, job security andment. Instead, Assistant Dean ~~~ >·,••·:./ ,-_ ..··ITT 
Besides sponsoring a voting privileges and perqui­John H. Schlegel took the helm[. ~!--~~~- · _i plethora activities, sites.as Acting Dean with the expec­ of soc;;ial s~1: - ~ 
especially parties at bars withtation that a dean would be ap­ New features in The Opiniondrink specials and give-awayspointed by September 1986, include columnists · Kevin 
of trips, dinners, tickets andWhile the Dean Search' Com­ O'Shaughnessy with his inci­
mittee provided the law school sive "Boy Mechanic," .Dianeother goodies, the S.B.A. also 
with several reputable candi­ addressed important academic Dean and her informative re­
dates, for a variety of reasons, and business concerns. It ap­ ports on the public sector, and 
some of which still remain elu­ pointed Leslie Shuman to the Fiona Symthe-Horch with her 
sive, the candidates either with­ newly created position of Spec­
"Dear Miss Social Procedure. " 
drew or the faculty and admin- ial Assistant to the President, a Another new feature dear to 
- istration were unable to reach position designed · to alleviate our, heart and minds, not to 
a concord. Much to the.chagrin some of the burden the Execu­ mention our stomachs and per­
of the students and others, the ceptions, was the "Bar Review"tive Board encountnred while 
options. now existing are to its vice president was absent of Cole's, Crawdaddy's, Gar­
reestablish a search committee due to a heart attack. cia's Irish- Pub, Jimmy Mac's, 
more The S.B.A. also ad(iressed theto solicit and interview Mickey Rats City Bar and Mulli­
applicants, or appoint an in­ issue of late grades, promoted gan's Brick Bar. 
terim dean and postpone· the a forum for discussion of the 
search for a couple years when cheating allegations in Profes­ Also instituted was a column \ 
there will be a fresh poGll of can­ sor Isabel Marcus' Family Law which r_eported on people of in­
didates. class, restored to The Opinion terest to the law schoel or legal 
Other reported problems the $1,000 which was cut in last community. The pe~ple inter­
concerned the continued leaks year's budget meeting, out­ viewed during the fall semester 
in O'Brian Hall and the expecta­ lawed proxy votes, purchased issues ine:luded Cleo Jubilis, 
.tion of increased trafficki_ng· in the · phones for which it was secretary to the dean ; Dr·. Bar­
the law school when the cat­ paying rental fees, chartered bara Howe, law school alumna, 
..-.n.,_,.......... ...... _,.. ..,.,.. .. .... 
0PINION--
-~=~~ 
0PINION---"~ _;~~;:;;·;;Salallm. walk connecting O'Brien with three new organizations - En­ associate dean of Social ·Sci­ T,_ w-.ws - Fron, C-; 
the new Social Sciences buiid­ tertainment Law Society, The ences, director of Law School 
ing opens. Advocate, the law school year­ Alumni Association , and UB 
Happily, the roof has been re­ book and Parent Law Students professor; G. Steve Pigeon, a
~'W~ t. ~t- ~..:~ ~~' ~~==-:;SuondN~wProf, 10 ~ HirHpaired, .but not without prob­ Association, and produced the second-year· law sfudent who
~'!!!f Coal1 Mix: Flrst.4,,,.,..,,_MIIMDS 
lems: It took the contractor two ·" Law Revue." ran for Erie County Legislator ; 
tries before it eliminated the The S.B.A. was successful in l,rene Fleischmann, editor of the 
leaks; now the Library and· having the student body ·ap­ alumni magazine~ U.8. law 
seventh floor no longer have to prove, in a referendum, several Forum ; and Leonard J. Brizdle, 
suffer water damage, mildew constitutional changes. One Class of 1929 and senior partne,r == :_- :~~ ~~~ ~4-y••~-~ 
and unsightly garbage pails to was to move from the fall to the of Gross, Schuman, Brizdle, 
collect the water. . spring the elections of the Laub and Gilfillan. · 
L. Rn. -..A-Plillflldla-As for the catwalk, 'it has yet Executive Board so as to pro­ Each club reported on its ac-
to op!3n and plans have yet to vide a smoother tra·nsition and . tivities _in a~cordance with 
, be fi'nalized as to how to avoid continued fiscal operation of S.B.A. Bylaw 13, but the En­(_"~:::__:~--. ~~ ;;;:,;g~i',C ~~Ii[] •
vironmental Law Socie.ty wentthe undesirable effect it will the S.B.A. during the summer 
months. The other amend­ above and beyo_nd and is de­hay13 on the law library and the 
waning sense of community in ments concerned the selection serving of special credit for its 
contributions to The Opinion,the law school . One suggestion of committee members, con­
numberingwas to move the law library en- stitutional amendme·nts, tem­ sometimes three 0PINION-~per issue.
, 'trance to the third floor, but lit­ porary · replacement of tem­
tle has material ized from this porarily absent officers, revi ­ And then, there. was the 
proposal. sion.of the disciplinary powers coverage of conference and ;ttf}f~F~;~a cc
Again, grade delays were ofthe Board, and asimplification events in the fall semester: the 
condemned by students and of the powers of the president World Hunger Conference; the 
and vice president. · Desmond Moot 'court Com­faculty alike. Procrastination 
petition, whose problem fo­was inexcusable, but no effec­ The most recent S.B.A. 
events were the election of the cused on the first amendmenttive remedy seemed apparent­0PINION -SiA ......~f.i.7-F-~; that is, until Professor Ken new executive officers: Brett rights of reporters and the con­
;;;;:-_ - Joyce, notorious for failing to Gilbert for president,, .. Jack stitutionality of sodomy stat­
meet the faculty's self-imposed Luzier for vice president, Terry utes; a workshop on the legal li fJ
Gilbride for treasurer, and .aspects of caretaking for the el­deadlines, provided us with the 
seemingly perfect solution - Karen Buckley for secretary; derly ; Professor Charles 
and compl~ting the 1986-87 Ewing's discussion on juvenilewithhold all grades until the t~=~-~:¥~~~[]
=~~~ detent ion; a mock trial on dateSfWrl!C-nttl,n'i1t1C last professor hands in his or budget with a minimum of con­
rape tried by Ewing's Criminalher class grades. ·1f peer ·pres­ troversy. ~~ :;~~a-~ sure worked on Joyce, it should On th_e academic level, UB Law Section I students; BALSA/ 
work on anyone. Law School welcomed the arri- ,·0111i1111ed on p<1ge I5 
0PINION·• 0POOON ,r+-
~ ~:w..~~--Garcia to Resign Assistant Dean Post ,w_ ,_.,.,... ....., __~ 
To ..... l.rMtCllld · C......... A~~ ::iii: 
~- -~--- -~ =-- 0PINION--
-1!• 1'1 1 ........... . ... . ............. ...... , •• , ..9/e!I Candid/Ji~ Has /mpmsi~ Backsround 
Commilltt Asks INanCandldal• lo -R_,-;;;,.-
-""-'=~-~:-g~J ---=~ 
/ ~ -:; ~:[~~ ~T-=.... i~~i ~~~;~; i;:;~~;~.;;  
o·a- G& New Tu Profcsi0;-Justltt Gtten Is Key Speaker al Law Day ;;_1::·. ~.lhl byC~~ 
;;~~~ ;-~~ ~~ ~::;;, ;f-t ~t~~I :;~:_i ~~ 
li{i·f~~\~j ~~~rl 1J~¾-~\ :l
~:"_" '"" ':::~::- ~::~ 
-
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LANALSA sponsored by Law walls Instead of the ceiling. The The Opinion provided you withDay; Graduate Group · on students-also had to put up with a n·ew spring selection:Human Rights Law and Policy increased costs of photocopy­ Anacone's Inn, Founding
sponsored lecture by Billy ing, but in return were provided Father's Pub, Pink Flamingo,Aportadera,Jr., a human rights with new machines that oper­ and Nietzsche's. And if that stilllawyer from the Philippines; ate on Vend-A-Card, a more ­ was not enough to whet your{\and a Buffalo Federalist Society convenient system which elimi­ whistle, there waSl.._!I book re­
·'i;ponsored lecture by Dr. Daniel nat1ts the need fot change. view of "A Beerdrink&r's Guide C. Heldman whose topic was If that was not enough to get to Buffalo Bars." 
"The Theory and Concepts of up your dander, your dandruff If you did not overindulgethe Right to Work." was sure to be detected as your and check out · all those places 
Throughout this newsworthy person and baggage were man­ in one night, then something 
year, The Opinion unveiled ually searched, a necessary pre­ that was sure to do a number 
various stories · which took caution prompted by the dis­ on your stomach was the 1985 
many members of the law assembly of the existing anti­ Gourman Report, in which UB 
school by surprise. One was the theft system along with the con- . Law School dropped to 39 from 
resignation ·of Vivian Garcia as comitant delay in the installa­ 17th in the 1983 report. The law 
assistant dean of admissions tion of the new one. school university was quick to 
and student affairs in order to Another event law students condemr:t the report as being 
dedicate more time to her new­ had to grin and b~ar was the without methodological sub­
born child. Another story . re­ O'Brien case in wh,ich the New stantiation and credibility, but 
ported was on the anticipated York State Court of Appeals many perceived the problem to . 
sabbaticals of Professors unanimously decided that a be that the report exists and is 
James Atleson and Janet professional lice.nse is marital circulating in spite ·of its 
Lindgren for spring '87 .and the • property subject to ,equitable shortcomings. 
full 1986-87 academic year, re­ degree and license. It has im- - Another very controversial 
spectively. portent implicationsfor law stu­ event concerned the allegations 
The spring semester started dents who are achieving their of widespread cheating on-Mar­
off with a bang as the library legal degree and license with cus' Family Law Exam., While 
was confronted with more pipe spousal support. there was a lot of falk, there was 
bursts and flooding of a differ­ And if you checked out all of no action because of the inabil­
ent sort - this time from the the bars reviewed in the fall, ity to achieve a delicate balance 
Labor La·w Panel 
state agencies, ·to union offices, threaten their jobs." confidentiality of information, 
or to private practice. The kind Collins recommended that . especially in a small commun­
of experience one receives at new lawyers who want to get ity. 
PERB, Zahm said, is very attrac- into labor law go to the public Farmello's labor relations 
. tive, especially to firms that do sector unions. As a newer sec­ work for management includes 
public employment law. · tor, it'-s more open to young negotiating collective bargain­
John Collins rep'resents labor lawyers: It's also a good train­ ing agreemeffll►, administering 
bot~ irrthe public and private ing ground. He also suggested the agreements, counseling 
sector. He emphasized that it is that people interested in labor management in what a provi­
very difficult for new lawyers to law get a Master's Degree in sion 111eans, and going to arbi­
. get into the private sector. "You­ Labor and Industrial Relations . ·tration if management and( have to spend a long time pay: · He found that "it opens a lot of labor disagree. on the interpre­
ing your dues." This may mean 'doors." tation of an agreement. Farm­
representing local chapters of David Farmello is one of six ello also represents the em­
national unions, doing lots of attorneys-at Hodgson, Russ that ployer when there is an election 
gratis work, and performing do labor law, representing campaign for union representa­
small favors for local union of­ management exclusively. In the tion or when an employee files 
ficals. You -have to build up a labor field, Farmello said, a charge allegi'hg that manage- , 
relationship with the people·be­ clients tend to prefer someone , ment has engaged in an unfair 
fore they'll ask you to represent who does not'work both sides. labor practielr. 
them in other matters. The fear, A practice that represents both In other areas of his practice, 
generally; in the private sector labor and management may FarmelJo adyises employers in 
about labor-attorneys is that "if' run into conflicts of interest and strike management, which 
you come on too hard, you may confront a problem or the arises most often when a con-
Two L. Sec. 11,Gridders Win 
by Kevin O'Shaughnessy downs, also led the team in ondary .. . I strive to achieve a 
rushing with 66 yards on 12 car­ oneness with the football ... " 
The I.aw school gridders (a.k.a. intoned a rather tranquil Mikeries. "At first I thought I was hal- . 
2L Sec. 2½) 'avenged an ea·rlier lucinating, but then ·1 realized Herb. "This ·team has what it 
loss to the med school by de­ the line was opening huge takes to win it all again!" roared 
feating them 20-18 in a divi­ holes in the defense . _r . it was the fiery coach and · middle 
sional playoff Saturday, April all very surreal," Resnick linebacker of 2L Sec. 2·½, Brian 
20. 2L Sec. 21fi had stumbled "Get Down" Bornstein.explained. Joel Schechter, the 
early in the season and rumors · gifted wide receiver, led the · The team fac~s ·further play­
of drug abuse were being ban­ off games this weekend. Theyteam in receptions with fiye. "I 
died about. The · team · unani­ just. caught everything today also will be hosting an area col­
mously vc;,ted against urine 
... itwas like I had airplane glue lege flag football tournament 
,testing, and player representa­ on my hands." ("Footl;>allmania") _with pro­
tive Kevin O'Shaughnessy de­ Speedy John Formica led the ceeds going to aid leukemia re­
clared the testing to be "part of search. gonnalaw school defense with three "Everyone's 
some crypto-fascist plot which party' with the team after thequarterback sacks. '11 just get so 
probably can be linked to Lyn­ hyped up during a game, I just tournament on Sunday April 
don LaRouche or Momar Gha­ don't know what causes it," the 20," declared owner and gen­
dafy." Team mate Will Zickl excitable defensive end de­ eral manager of 2L Sec. 2½ 
clared. The secondary was an­came out against the testing Brian Bornstein. "This team 
"because the cups are always chored by Jerry Sperienza and gives 110% on the field and in 
too small." Mike Herb with OB Resnick the bar! Molly's Pub, four 
The game was dotted with handltng the chores at safety. o'clock, be there ... " Coach 
spectacu_lar plays. Keith Fabi's· ' "There is a certain inner peace Bornstein was led away by his 
"ice clamp grab" and 25 yard that is required to play the sec- players ... 
dash to paydirt put the law men 
ahead -13-12 at h~lftime. Bruce 
"Big Hands" Hoover sta~ed the 
law school scoring with a nifty 
cross field catch and run. 
Hoover, not known for his 
speed, outraced several would­
be tacklers and scampered into 
the end zone. "It seemed like 
everyone else was on Ether ... 
I fust blew by a bunch of stum­
bling droolers." Even the nor­
mally stone-handed. Kevin 
'o'Shaughnessy caught a touch­
down pass from Rick Resnick. 
. Resnick, who was 16 of 22 for 
298 yards and three touch-
in protecting the innocent while Other news in the law school 
searching oufthe guilty. This · • included a •~al appearance 
was made especially difficult' of Buffalo's own singer and 
due to the absence of specific composer Rick James, with his 
substantiations ·and allega­ attorney Irving Shuman, in a 
tions. presentation ·sponsored by the 
On the positive side, Headrick Entertainment Law Society; a 
.was honored with the presti­ lecture on M Apartheid and the 
gious Jaeckle Award by the law Law" by Ger11I~ C. Horne, direc­
school and Alumni Association tor of the National Conference 
for his "significant contact with of Black Lawyers 'and professor 
the law school" at the tenth an­ of History; a lecture by Ira Lee 
nual alumni convocation; In ad­ Sorkin, administrator of the 
dition, there was apanel discus­ New York regional office of the 
sion of "Counseling the Elderly: Securities and Exchange Com­
Considerations Outside the mission; and the Mugel Tax 
Will" at the convention. Moot Court Competition hosted 
A·lso on a positive note, the by UB ·Law. School and or­
Buffalo Law Revit,w passed an ganized and ru_n by the Moot 
affirmative action plan to en­ Court Board.· 
sure minority'representation on Finally, we :. have this last 
the Review. issue with its -gamut of news 
, What might be seen as·a ben­ and features. AU_in all, this year 
efit to the individual but a loss was a reportei;.s ·dream-come­
to the school is a year's :Ieave true, with mor~, news than 
of absence by both Professor could-be handl~. It was also a 
Virginia LeiJry, to accept a reader's delight with some­
-human rights chair in D,·nada, thing for everyone. And if you 
and Professor 'Ken Joyce, to disagree and :c1aim there· was 
work as Research Director of . something .lacking or missed, 
the New York State Law Review you are more ·.t~an welcome to 
_Commission •in Albany . . write next issue; 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • contin,ud from pagt! JO 
tract has expired and a new one ghpstwrite a _regional director's 
has not yet been agreed to. He decision· on a· representation 
also . handles discrimination issue, try an unfair labor prac­
.«!!aims. This may be charges of tice case, or go before a District 
disc;rimination on the !)asis of Court judge seeking an injunc­
sex or race, or claims of retalia­ tion. 
.tory behavior by an ~mployer Pearce described a "certain 
agai.nst an employee who files fascination of being able to be 
a complaint about working con­ in the middle. You get to see 
ditions, for insta.nce; or al claim how the Act operates from both 
for disability or some otrer ben­ sides of the spectrum. You find 
efits. there's not necessarily one 
Marc Pearce became a field good guy, one bad guy." 
c;1ttorney for the NLRB right out The disadvantage of the job,. 
of law school. The NLRB. regu­ said Pearce, is the amo1:mt of 
lat_es the National Labor. Rela­ traveling 'he tnust'do. "If some- . 
tions Act (NLRA.) which :deals one calls and says they feel 
with labor/management · dis- · somebody is'Eingagin·g in an un­
· putes in the private secto'r. His fair practice, one of the fNLRBJ 
functions cover a wide range of agents has to ·go to them and 
•responsibilities. He may inves­ investigate the case." He also 
tigate an unfair labor practice cautioned, "If you don't like 
charge, conduct a representa­ bureaucracy, deA't go into goy­
.t,ion selection for a .union, ernment service.# 
Deanasty •. •. • • ' • . • • • • • c_ontinut!d from page 9 
test a person's mettle). Fern sent ear to the ground ... a col-
works behind the scenes (and lec\ion is being taken to pur-
between the she~ts) to • reject chase Congressman IJl/hiner a 
- Tess's oid for the chairmanship. hat in an attempt to lure him to 
After the grueling qoard meet- stand up on his own two feet). 
ing, Tess and Dick return to the Jake cryptically declares he 
Midwest to eva_luate the.ir op- will go wherever he can best 
tions. serve Scarrington Ofl. No one 
Congressm'an Brit Whir,er, a is prepared to figure out where 
man who lives with his ear to that is .. . Both Congressman 
the ground (he can never wear Whirl.er and a majority of th~ 
a hat) and spends hours on his board now favor Blaine 
roof trying to dE_!cipher which Whitehorse for chairman of 
way th'e wind is blowing, is dis- Scarrington Oil. This should 
traught because things have happen at the next board meet-
not moved smoothly. He craves ing barring any anti-Whiner up-
the support of both the bo·ard risings . . . 
and the area oil men. Powerful The Power Struggle Continues 
area oil men have put pressure Future Episodes 
on the President. The President 1) What will Jake do next? Will 
presses Congressman Whiner he remain an enigma? Is he ii 
fortheremovalofTessasacan- wildcatter? 
didate for chairman. Con- 2) Why is Fern Conniving smil-
. gressman Whiner, a man who ing? 
leaves the kitchen when the 3) Do Tess and Dick want re-
temperature rises, buckles venge· on Scarrington Oil? 
under. He calls Tess (who is de- 4) Who would want Con-
pressed and outraged at the gressman Whiner for Presi-
treatment she has received at dent? What type of hat will get 
Scarrington Oil), and Tess tells his ear from the ground? 
Whiner she doesn't want the 5) Who would ever want to be 
chairmanship. · She also tells chairman of Scarrington Oil? 
Whiner that she was used to A soap opera that has lapsed -
test Jake's popularity as chair- into theatre of the absurd ... I'd 
man. The board of directors at rather watch Green Acres. 
Scarrington view Whiner's ac­ QQWCIQQLJQQQQtions as interference,,and try to 
heap the blame solely upon Personals 
Congressman Whiner (who is SOM medlcel ltudent aeek1 female (mid 20'sl 
now wandering about Capital for relationship to go to theater,, shopping . . . 
you name It - fun atuff. Seriou, i'lqulrie■ only.Hill mumbling Ha.rry Truman­ 310.2 Main. 
isms and trying to look · 
statuesque with his -ever pre-
. \ 
. . 
Review the comprehensive JOSEPHSON/KLUWER 
law summaries and outlines... 
\ 
.. 
Research the "Te~ & Proven" methodolgy 
and "Program Learning System" (PLS) 
, 
•' 
. Compare this pertinent information to other Bar Review Courses . . . 
THEN DECIDE 
· . JOSEPHSON/KLUWER recommends-your decision should be based ·on 
facts . .. ·not hear8ay, sales gimmicks, peer pressure or subjective data. 
Draw your own conclusions.! · 
.. 
Onoo you have ~ecided JOSEPHSON/KLUWER is "the" bar review 
oourse for YOU, why not take adv~tage of our Low ·$50.00 
Downpayment, "F8EEZE" your prioo and ·"CHOOSE'~ to reooive 
all _your preoourse volumes AT NO EXTRA COST!! ''That's Right!" 
JOSEPHSON/KLUWER does ~O'f require additional monies for ad­
vanoo preoo~ materials . . · . Bemuse JOSEPHSON/KLUWER 
trusts your decision to enroll was based on LOGIC AND NOT A 
WIIlM!! 
SEE A CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE TODAY OR CALL US... 
IOIIP■IONMllUJVIII 
· LEGAL EDUCATIONAL CENTERS 
~ 
(212) 505-2060 (Collect) 
10 East 21st. Street New York, N.Y. 10010 \___.-- (800) 253-3456 (Outside NY} 
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